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Stephen Hoffman F’’ Ldfle’ 5
From: Irrchelp
Sent: Wednesday, August 25, 2021 1:20 PM
To: IRRC
Subject: EW: Please Reject Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): C02 Budget Trading Program (RGGI)

From: ja.knott=hotmail.com@campaigns.mplatform.io [mailto:ja.knott=hotmail.com@campaigns.mplatform.io] On
Behalf Ofja.knott@hotmail.com
Sent: Monday, August 23, 2021 8:08 PM
To: lrrchelp <irrchelp@irrc.state.pa.us>
Subject: Please Reject Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): C02 Budget Trading Program (RGGI)

rcAuTloN: “EXTERNAL SENDER” This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is sale.

James Knott
111 Rankin Boulevard
Rankin PA 15104
TEL: 4129999999 AUG 252021
Independent Regulatory Review Commission
333 Market St Independent Regulatory
14th Floor evew Commission
Harrisburg PA 17101

Please Reject Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): C02 Budget Trading Program (RGGI)

Dear:

I write to express my opposition to Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): C02 Budget Trading Program (RGGI) urge the
Independent Regulatory Review Commission to reject this proposal. This regulation is a unilateral attempt to impose a
regressive carbon tax on Pennsylvania’s consumers and businesses, and is opposed by supermajorities of both the General
Assembly and Pennsylvania voters The impact of the regulation will result in massive job losses, significant utility rate
increases, and all for minimal or possibly negative environmental benefit to our commonwealth. I strongly oppose RGGI for the
following reasons. MASSIVE JOB LOSSES Organized labor and Pennsylvania’s business community are united in their
opposition to RGGI because it will lead to the loss of thousands of blue-collar, mostly union jobs. and destroy many communities
throughout Pennsylvania. The adoption of RGGI will result in the loss of over 8.000 jobs. the loss of $2.87 billion in total
economic impact, the loss of $539 million in employee compensation, and the loss of $342 million in state and local taxes. Two-
thirds of our electric generation will be rendered uncompetitive, which in turn will lead to increased electric rates in-state and a
migration of new generation investment across our borders to states like Ohio and West Virginia which do not participate in
RGGI. Energy rates on our manufacturers and other energy-intensive businesses will increase significanUy. leading to even
more economic devastation, which is why 73 percent of Pennsylvania business owners oppose the Governors RGGI-by
regulation scheme. States that have implemented RGGI have seen their electric rates soar and their manufacturing base leave
their states. I do not want to see Pennsylvania’s overall business competitiveness impacted by an overreaching regulation such
as this. SIGNIFICANT RATE INCREASES: Residential electric ratepayers in Pennsylvania could be forced to pay 13 percent or
more for their electric bills, which would be extremely harmful to low-income families and fixed income seniors. As has occurred
in current RGGI states, which have seen electric rates increase by more than 1000 percent more than Pennsylvania between
2009 and 2019, RGGI will increase electric bills for residential, commercial, and industrial consumers by $3 billion by 2030. This
is money that cannot be used to grow our economy, pay our workforce, and invest in our communities. As electricity can be the
largest cost input for businesses, they will relocate, displacing our jobs and uprooting communities across our commonwealth.
PA VOTERS OPPOSE GOVERNOR WOLF’S RGGI TAX REGULATION: By a margin of 60 percent to 29 percent,
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Pennsylvania voters oppose, Governor Wolf taking unilateral action on energy policies that directly impact electric rates and
jobs from existing power plants without the approval of the General Assembly.” In fact, voters from every region of Pennsylvania
feel the same, including: 64 percent in Allegheny County; 56 percent in Southeast Pennsylvania; and, in Philadelphia, 52
percent oppose Governor Wolf’s unilateral action on RGGI. And, for good reason as this is an issue that ought to be voted
before the legislature as it is a clear tax and as it’s a major shift in public policy that will impact the entire commonwealth. NO
HELP FOR WORKERS, LOW INCOME FAMILIES AND FIXED INCOME SENIORS: To make matters worse, adopting RGGI by
regulation precludes any assistance to workers, families and communities impacted by job losses and higher electric rates as
acknowledged by the Department of Environmental Protection and Penn State University. Many good paying, family sustaining
jobs, both union and non-union will be impacted. All those jobs in building and maintaining powerplants will be displaced, but so
will the industries that support this economic activity — down to the local restaurants, real estate agents, and local retailers, lust
to name a few. MORE ENVIRONMENTAL HARM THAN GAIN: RGGI will have zero impact on climate change. Ninety-nine
percent of all CO2 reductions from plant closures in Pennsylvania will be offset by C02 increases in non-RGGI states, such as
Ohio and West Virginia. In fact, those states have been ramping up investments and subsidizing their fossil fuel plants in
anticipation of RGGI. Worse yet, those plants are not subject to the same strict air pollution standards as Pennsylvania’s plants,
which means that increased pollution from Ohio and West Virginia will flow into Pennsylvania as a direct result of RGGI.
Pennsylvania continues to witness the positive environmental impacts that clean, reliable, and affordable energy provides in a
deregulated electricity market Pennsylvania is already ahead of the carbon dioxide emission reduction goals established under
Governor Wolf’s Climate Action Plan and is ahead of many of the participating RGGI states, even while supplying these same
states with energy and energy intensive goods. I am asking that you intercede on behalf of the citizens of the commonwealth,
and on behalf of the impacted communities that have been denied their legal right to confront the bureaucracy that seeks to
destroy their lives and livelihoods. Please reject this harmful regulation, Packing basis in Pennsylvania law and in common sense;
all for a seemingly political power-play by the Wolf Administration. Thank you for your consideration of this important matter.

Sincerely.
James Knott
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Stephen Hoffman

From: Irrchelp
Sent: Wednesday, August 25, 2021 1:20 PM
To: IRRC
Subject: FW: Please Reject Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): C02 Budget Trading Program (RCGI)

From: glrussell47=yahoo.com@campaigns.mplatform.io [mailto:glrussell47=yahoo.com@campaigns.mplatform.io] On
Behalf Ofglrussell47@yahoo.com

Sent: Monday, August 23, 2021 8:18 PM
To: lrrchelp <irrchelp@irrc.state.pa.us>
Subject: Please Reject Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): C02 Budget Trading Program (RGGI)

CAUTION: **EXTERNAL SENDER” This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Garold Russell
na
Na
78 Hemlock Road
Commodore, PA 15729
TEL: 3013252464
Independent Regulatory Review Commission
333 Market St
14th Floor
Harrisburg , PA 17101

Please Reject Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): C02 Budget Trading Program (RGGI)

Dear:

I write to express my opposition to Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): C02 Budget Trading Program (RGGI) urge the
Independent Regulatory Review Commission to reject this proposal. This regulation is a unilateral attempt to impose a
regressive carbon tax on Pennsylvania’s consumers and businesses, and is opposed by supermajorities of both the General
Assembly and Pennsylvania voters. The impact of the regulation will result in massive job losses, significant utility rate
increases, and all for minimal or possibly negative environmental benefit to our commonwealth. I strongly oppose RGGI for the
following reasons: MASSIVE JOB LOSSES: Organized labor and Pennsylvania’s business community are united in their
opposition to RGGI because it will lead to the loss of thousands of blue-collar, mostly union jobs, and destroy many communities
throughout Pennsylvania. The adoption of RGGI will result in the loss of over 8,000 jobs. the loss of $2.87 billion in total
economic impact. the loss of $539 million in employee compensation, and the loss of $34.2 million in state and local taxes. Two-
thirds of our electric generation will be rendered uncompetitive, which in turn will lead to increased electric rates in-state and a
migration of new generation investment across our borders to states like Ohio and West Virginia which do not participate in
ROGI. Energy rates on our manufacturers and other energy-intensive businesses will increase significantly, leading to even
more economic devastation, which is why 73 percent of Pennsylvania business owners oppose the Governors RGGI-by
regulation scheme. States that have implemented RGGI have seen their electric rates soar and their manufacturing base leave
their states. I do not want to see Pennsylvania’s overall business competitiveness impacted by an overreaching regulation such
as this. SIGNIFICANT RATE INCREASES: Residential electric ratepayers in Pennsylvania could be forced to pay 18 percent or
more for their electric bills, which would be extremely harmful to low-income families and fixed income seniors. As has occurred
in current RGGI states, which have seen electric rates increase by more than 1000 percent more than Pennsylvania between
2009 and 2019, RGGI will increase electric bills for residential, commercial, and industrial consumers by $3 billion by 2030. This
is money that cannot be used to grow our economy, pay our workforce, and invest in our communities. As electricity can be the
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largest cost input for businesses, they will relocate, displacing our jobs and uprooting communities across our commonwealth.
PA VOTERS OPPOSE GOVERNOR WOLF’S RGGI TAX REGULATION: By a margin of 60 percent to 29 percent,
Pennsylvania voters oppose, ‘Governor Wolf taking unilateral action on energy policies that directly impact electric rates and
jobs from existing power plants without the approval of the General Assembly.” In fact, voters from every region of Pennsylvania
feel the same, including: 64 percent in Allegheny County; 56 percent in Southeast Pennsylvania; and, in Philadelphia, 52
percent oppose Governor Wolfs unilateral action on RGGI. And. for good reason as this is an issue that ought to be voted
before the legislature as it is a clear tax and as its a major shift in public policy that will impact the entire commonwealth. NO
HELP FOR WORKERS. LDW INCOME FAMILIES AND FIXED INCOME SENIORS: To make matters worse, adopting RGGI by
regulation precludes any assistance to workers, families and communities impacted by job losses and higher electric rates as
acknowledged by the Department of Environmental Protection and Penn State University. Many good paying, family sustaining
jobs, both union and non-union will be impacted. All those jobs in building and maintaining powerplants will be displaced, but so
will the industries that support this economic activity — down to the local restaurants, real estate agents, and local retailers, just
to name a few. MORE ENVIRONMENTAL HARM THAN GAIN: RGGI will have zero impact on climate change. Ninety-nine
percent of all CO2 reductions from plant closures in Pennsylvania will be offset by CO2 increases in non-RGGI states, such as
Ohio and West Virginia. In fact, those states have been ramping up investments and subsidizing their fossil fuel plants in
anticipation of RGGI. Worse yet. those plants are not subject to the same strict air pollution standards as Pennsylvania’s plants,
which means that increased pollution from Ohio and West Virginia will flow into Pennsylvania as a direct result of RGGI.
Pennsylvania continues to witness the positive environmental impacts that clean, reliable, and affordable energy provides in a
deregulated electricity market. Pennsylvania is already ahead of the carbon dioxide emission reduction goals established under
Governor Wolf’s Climate Action Plan and is ahead of many of the participating RGGI states, even while supplying these same
states with energy and energy intensive goods. I am asking that you intercede on behalf of the citizens of the commonwealth,
and on behalf of the impacted communities that have been denied their legal right to confront the bureaucracy that seeks to
destroy their lives and livelihoods. Please reject this harmful regulation, lacking basis in Pennsylvania law and in common sense;
all for a seemingly political power-play by the Wolf Administration. Thank you for your consideration of this important matter.

Sincerely,
Garold Russell
na Na
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Stephen Hoffman

From: lrrchelp
Sent: Wednesday, August 25, 2021 1:20 PM
To: IRRC
Subject: FW: Please Reject Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): C02 Budget Trading Program (RGGI)

From: suereillyjmj=gmail.com@campaigns.mplatform.io [mailto:suereillyjmj=gmail.com@campaignsmplatform.ioj On
Behalf Of suereillyjmj@gmail.com
Sent: Monday, August 23, 2021 8:24 PM

To: lrrchelp <irrchelp@irrc.state.pa.us>

Subject: Please Reject Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): C02 Budget Trading Program (RGGI)

CAUTION: “EXTERNAL SENDER” This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is sale.

Sue Reilly
2435 oaks circle
Huntingdon valley , PA 19006
TEL: 2156597061
Independent Regulatory Review Commission
333 Market St
14th Floor
Harrisburg PA 17101

Please Reject Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): 002 Budget Trading Program (RGGI)

Dear:

I write to express my opposition to Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): C02 Budget Trading Program (RGGI) urge the
Independent Regulatory Review Commission to reject this proposaL This regulation is a unilateral attempt to impose a
regressive carbon tax on Pennsylvania’s consumers and businesses, and is opposed by supermajorities of both the General
Assembly and Pennsylvania voters, The impact of the regulation will result in massive job losses, significant utility rate
increases, and all for minimal or possibly negative environmental benefit to our commonwealth. I strongly oppose RGGI for the
following reasons MASSIVE JOB LOSSES: Organized labor and Pennsylvania’s business community are united in their
opposition to RGGI because it will lead to the loss of thousands of blue-collar, mostly union jobs, and destroy many communities
throughout Pennsylvania. The adoption of RGGI will result in the loss of over 8.000 jobs, the loss of S2.67 billion in total
economic impact, the loss of $539 million in employee compensation, and the loss of $34.2 million in state and local taxes. Two-
thirds of our electric generation will be rendered uncompetitive, which in turn will lead to increased electric rates in-state and a
migration of new generation investment across our borders to states like Ohio and West Virginia which do not participate in
RGGI. Energy rates on our manufacturers and other energy-intensive businesses will increase significantly, leading to even
more economic devastation, which is why 73 percent of Pennsylvania business owners oppose the Governor’s RGGI-by
regulation scheme. States that have implemented RGGI have seen their electric rates soar and their manufacturing base leave
their states. I do not want to see Pennsylvania’s overall business competitiveness impacted by an overreaching regulation such
as this. SIGNIFICANT RATE INCREASES: Residential electric ratepayers in Pennsylvania could be forced to pay 18 percent or
more for their electric bills, which would be extremely harmful to low-income families and fixed income seniors. As has occurred
in current RGGI states, which have seen electric rates increase by more than 1000 percent more than Pennsylvania between
2009 and 2019, RGGI will increase electric bills for residential, commercial, and industrial consumers by $3 billion by 2030. This
is money that cannot be used to grow our economy, pay our workforce, and invest in our communities. As electricity can be the
largest cost input for businesses, they will relocate, displacing our jobs and uprooting communities across our commonwealth.
PA VOTERS OPPOSE GOVERNOR WOLF’S RGGI TAX REGULATION: By a margin of 60 percent to 29 percent,
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Pennsylvania voters oppose, ‘Governor Wolf taking unilateral action on energy policies that directly impact electric rates and
jobs from existing power plants without the approval of the General Assembly.” In fact, voters from every region of Pennsylvania
feel the same, including: 64 percent in Allegheny County; 56 percent in Southeast Pennsylvania; and, in Philadelphia, 52
percent oppose Governor Wolf’s unilateral action on RGGI. And, for good reason as this is an issue that ought to be voted
before the legislature as it is a clear tax and as it’s a major shift in public policy that will impact the entire commonwealth. NO
HELP FOR WORKERS, LOW INCOME FAMILIES AND FIXED INCOME SENIORS: To make matters worse, adopting RGGI by
regulation precludes any assistance to workers, families and communities impacted by job losses and higher electric rates as
acknowledged by the Department of Environmental Protection and Penn State University. Many good paying, family sustaining
jobs, both union and non-union will be impacted. All those jobs in building and maintaining powerplants will be displaced, but so
will the industries that support this economic activity — down to the local restaurants, real estate agents, and local retailers, just
to name a few. MORE ENVIRONMENTAL HARM THAN GAIN: RGGI will have zero impact on climate change. Ninety-nine
percent of all C02 reductions from plant closures in Pennsylvania will be offset by C02 increases in non-RGGI states, such as
Ohio and West Virginia. In fact, those states have been ramping up investments and subsidizing their fossil fuel plants in
anticipation of RGGI, Worse yet, those plants are not subject to the same strict air pollution standards as Pennsylvania’s plants,
which means that increased pollution from Ohio and West Virginia will flow into Pennsylvania as a direct result of RGGI.
Pennsylvania continues to witness the positive environmental impacts that clean, reliable, and affordable energy provides in a
deregulated electricity market. Pennsylvania is already ahead of the carbon dioxide emission reduction goals established under
Governor Wolf’s Climate Action Plan and is ahead of many of the participating RGGI slates, even while supplying these same
states with energy and energy intensive goods. I am asking that you intercede on behalf of the citizens of the commonwealth.
and on behalf of the impacted communities that have been denied their legal right to confront the bureaucracy that seeks to
destroy their lives and livelihoods. Please reject this harmful regulation, lacking basis in Pennsylvania law and in common sense:
all for a seemingly political power-play by the Wolf Administration. Thank you for your consideration of this important matter.

Sincerely.
Sue Reilly
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Stephen Hoffman

From: lrrchelp
Sent: Wednesday, August 25, 2021 1:20 PM
To: RRC
Subject: FW: Please Reject Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): C02 Budget Trading Program (RGGI)

From: mlockhart426=gmail.com@campaigns.mplatform.io [mailto:mlockhart426=gmail.com@campaigns.mplatform.io]
On Behalf Of mlockhart426@gmail.com
Sent: Monday, August 23, 2021 8:31 PM
To: Irrchelp <irrchelp@irrc.state.pa.us>
Subject: Please Reject Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): C02 Budget Trading Program (RGGI)

CAUTION: EXTERNAL SENDER** This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Matthew Lockhart
283 Frantz Rd
Smicksburg PA 16256
TEL: 7245999371
Independent Regulatory Review Commission
333 Market St
14th Floor
Harrisburg , PA 17101

Please Reject Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): C02 Budget Trading Program (RGGI)

Dear:

My name is Matthew Lockhart and I am a lifelong resident of Indiana County. If Pennsylvania were to adopt this regulation it
would result in the devastation of my community’s local economy. cause irreparable damage to our local school districts due to
the loss of tax revenue and result in negligible impact on regional C02 emissions. When Governor Wolf announced his intention
to enter into RGGI. he promised robust public outreach and DEPs EQS rules as stated in their proposed rulemaking require that
public hearings be held in the impacted areas in accordance with the Air Pollution Control Act. These public hearings should be
taking place in Indiana County where according to our County Commissioners this regulation will directly affect Si .3 billion of
economic impact and 1,225 jobs related to coal mining and power generation. The virtual hearings that replaced these in person
hearings were a disservice to our community. In the middle of this devastating pandemic I understand the problem with in
person hearings. However that is not an excuse to ignore the rules already set forth in the regulation, but rather an argument
that now is just not the time to push forward with this program or at the very least the timeframe for public comment should be
extended until in person hearings can be held. The people who will feel the brunt of the impact of this regulation deserve to be
able to have these discussions face to face, Indiana County is owed at least this much. This regulation is being force-fed to
Pennsylvanians without any concrete plan of how these funds will be spent, especially in the areas of the state who’s economy
relies so heavily on revenue from the industry DEP is determined to kill. Holding these virtual hearings have allowed this
regulation to fly under the radar and does not truly give those in the most affected communities a chance to hear first hand the
damage this will inflict on their community. I am very concerned that this regulation will have negligible impact on regional C02
emissions, which is the regulations stated intent. As part of the PJM grid if these PA coal fired power plants and some natural
gas power plants are forced to close, the lost generation will be picked up by other coal power plants just across the border into
Ohio and West Virginia. These states have made it clear they have no intention of joining RGGI because they know their
generation will become even more profitable when this heavy tax burden is placed on PA generation. Why would Pennsylvania
want to give up the great economic benefits of being an electricity exporter only to inflict irreparable damage to these small
communities and send the economic benefits out of the state. Entering into RGGI or any C02 regulation program is a decision
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too large for one person to make. It is a decision that should be made by our elected legislature who are most in touch with their
respective districts. I believe this is something that every state currently in ROGI would agree with as they entered into RGGI
through legislative action not executive action. While our state is still struggling to recover from the economic hardship of
COVID-19 now is not the time to destroy the communities around these power plants and further burden every Pennsylvanian
with higher electricity costs. DEPs own modeling confirms that this regulation will result in the immediate increase in PA
electricity costs. but that they hope this will be temporary. The hope that this will be a temporary increase doesn’t add up
considering that RGGI states currently pay on average 50% more for electricity than Pennsylvanians do. Now more than ever is
not the time to burden Pennsylvanians with this new tax which at the end of the day will only export the positive economic impact
of power generation to other states while shifting C02 emissions to neighboring states rather than truly lowering them I urge
you to reject the DEP’s C02 Budget Trading Program. If this is truly the will of the citizens of Pennsylvania. let it be implemented
as our state laws intended, through our elected legislature.

Sincerely,
Matthew Lockhart
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Stephen Hoffman

From: lrrchelp
Sent: Wednesday, August 25, 2021 1:20 PM
To: IRRC
Subject: FW: Please Reject Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): C02 Budget Trading Program (RGGI)

From: 1gs1948=msn.com@campaigns.mplatform.io (mailto:lgsl94S=msn.com@campaigns.mplatform.io] On Behalf Of
lgs1948@msn.com
Sent: Monday, August 23, 2021 8:34 PM
To: lrrchelp <irrchelp@irrc.state.pa.us>

Subject: Please Reject Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): C02 Budget Trading Program (RGGI)

CAUTION: “EXTERNAL SENDER** This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Leon Smith
472 Bastian Rd
PA - Kutztown , PA 19530
TEL: 6106822082
Independent Regulatory Review Commission
333 Market St
14th Floor
Harrisburg, PA 17101

Please Reject Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): C02 Budget Trading Program (RGGI

Dear:

I write to express my opposition to Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): C02 Budget Trading Program (RGGI) urge the
Independent Regulatory Review Commission to reject this proposal. This regulation is a unilateral attempt to impose a
regressive carbon tax on Pennsylvania’s consumers and businesses, and is opposed by supermajorities of both the General
Assembly and Pennsylvania voters. The impact of the regulation will result in massive lob losses, significant utility rate
increases, and all for minimal or possibly negative environmental benefit to our commonwealth. I strongly oppose RGGI for the
following reasons. MASSIVE JOB LOSSES: Organized labor and Pennsylvania’s business community are united in their
opposition to RGGI because it will lead to the loss of thousands of blue-collar, mostly union lobs, and destroy many communities
throughout Pennsylvania. The adoption of RGGI will result in the loss of over 8.000 jobs, the loss of $2.67 billion in total
economic impact, the loss of $539 million in employee compensation, and the loss of 534.2 million in state and local taxes Two-
thirds of our electric generation will be rendered uncompetitive, which in turn will lead to increased electric rates in-state and a
migration of new generation investment across our borders to slates like Ohio and West Virginia which do not participate in
RGGI. Energy rates on our manufacturers and other energy-intensive businesses will increase significantly, leading to even
more economic devastation, which is why 73 percent of Pennsylvania business owners oppose the Governor’s RGGI-by
regulation scheme. States that have implemented RGGI have seen their electric rates soar and their manufacturing base leave
their states. I do not want to see Pennsylvania’s overall business competitiveness impacted by an overreaching regulation such
as this. SIGNIFICANT RATE INCREASES: Residential electric ratepayers in Pennsylvania could be forced to pay 18 percent or
more for their electric bills, which would be extremely harmful to low-income families and fixed income seniors. As has occurred
in current RGGI states, which have seen electric rates increase by more than 1000 percent more than Pennsylvania between
2009 and 2019, RGGI will increase electric bills for residential, commercial, and industrial consumers by $3 billion by 2030. This
is money that cannot be used to grow our economy, pay our workforce, and invest in our communities, As electricity can be the
largest cost input for businesses, they will relocate, displacing our lobs and uprooting communities across our commonwealth.
PA VOTERS OPPOSE GOVERNOR WOLF’S RGGI TAX REGULATION: By a margin of 60 percent to 29 percent,
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Pennsylvania voters oppose, ‘Governor Wolf taking unilateral action on energy policies that directly impact electric rates and
jobs from existing power plants without the approval of the General Assembly.” In fact, voters from every region of Pennsylvania
feel the same, including: 64 percent in Allegheny County; 56 percent in Southeast Pennsylvania; and, in Philadelphia, 52
percent oppose Governor Wolf’s unilateral action on RGGI. And, for good reason as this is an issue that ought to be voted
before the legislature as it is a clear tax and as it’s a major shift in public policy that will impact the entire commonwealth. NO
HELP FOR WORKERS, LOW INCOME FAMILIES AND FIXED INCOME SENIORS: To make matters worse, adopting RGGI by
regulation precludes any assistance to workers, families and communities impacted by job losses and higher electric rates as
acknowledged by the Department of Environmental Protection and Penn State University. Many good paying, family sustaining
jobs, both union and non-union will be impacted. All those jobs in building and maintaining powerplants will be displaced, but so
will the industries that support this economic activity — down to the local restaurants, real estate agents, and local retailers, just
to name a few. MORE ENVIRONMENTAL HARM THAN GAIN: RGGI will have zero impact on climate change. Ninety-nine
percent of all CO2 reductions from plant closures in Pennsylvania will be offset by CO2 increases in non-RGGI states, such as
Ohio and West Virginia. In fact, those states have been ramping up investments and subsidizing their fossil fuel plants in
anticipation of RGGI Worse yet, those plants are not subject to the same strict air pollution standards as Pennsylvania’s plants,
which means that increased pollution from Ohio and West Virginia will flow into Pennsylvania as a direct result of RGGI.
Pennsylvania continues to witness the positive environmental impacts that clean, reliable, and affordable energy provides in a
deregulated electricity market. Pennsylvania is already ahead of the carbon dioxide emission reduction goals established under
Governor Wolf’s Climate Action Plan and is ahead of many of the participating RGGI states, even while supplying these same
states with energy and energy intensive goods. I am asking that you intercede on behalf of the citizens of the commonwealth,
and on behalf of the impacted communities that have been denied their legal right to confront the bureaucracy that seeks to
destroy their lives and livelihoods. Please reject this harmful regulation. lacking basis in Pennsylvania law and in common sense:
all for a seemingly political power-play by the Wolf Administration. Thank you for your consideration of this important matter.

Sincerely,
Leon Smith
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Stephen Hoffman

From: lrrchelp
Sent: Wednesday, August 25, 2021 1:21 PM
To: IRRC
Subject: FW: Please Reject Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): C02 Budget Trading Program (RGGI)

From: kamalot=embarqmail.com@campaigns.mplatform.io

[mailto:kamalot=embarqmail.com@campaigns.mplatform.io] On Behalf Of kamalot@embarqmail.com
Sent: Monday, August 23, 2021 8:38 PM
To: lrrchelp <irrchelp@irrc.state.pa.us>
Subject: Please Reject Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): C02 Budget Trading Program (RGGI)

CAUTION: **EXTERNAL SENDER” This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

John Kammer
50 Back Rd
Aspers,PA 17304
TEL: 7176778655
Independent Regulatory Review Commission
333 Market St
14th Floor
Harrisburg PA 17101

Please Reject Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): C02 Budget Trading Program (RGGI)

Dear:

I write to express my opposition to Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274) C02 Budget Trading Program (RGGI) urge the
Independent Regulatory Review Commission to reject this proposal. This regulation isa unilateral attempt to impose a
regressive carbon tax on Pennsylvania’s consumers and businesses, and is opposed by supermajorities of both the General
Assembly and Pennsylvania voters. The impact of the regulation will result in massive job losses, significant utility rate
increases, and all for minimal or possibly negative environmental benefit to our commonwealth. I strongly oppose RGGI for the
following reasons: MASSIVE JOB LOSSES: Organized labor and Pennsylvania’s business community are united in their
opposition to RGGI because it will lead to the loss of thousands of blue-collar, mostly union jobs, and destroy many communities
throughout Pennsylvania. The adoption of RGGI will result in the loss of over 8,000 jobs, the loss of $2.87 billion in total
economic impact, the loss of $539 million in employee compensation, and the loss of $342 million in state and local taxes. Two-
thirds of our electric generation will be rendered uncompetitive, which in turn will lead to increased electric rates in-state and a
migration of new generation investment across our borders to states like Ohio and West Virginia which do not participate in
RGGI. Energy rates on our manufacturers and other energy-intensive businesses will increase significantly, leading to even
more economic devastation, which is why 73 percent of Pennsylvania business owners oppose the Governors RGGI-by
regulation scheme. States that have implemented RGGI have seen their electric rates soar and their manufacturing base leave
their states. I do not want to see Pennsylvania’s overall business competitiveness impacted by an overreaching regulation such
as this. SIGNIFICANT RATE INCREASES: Residential electric ratepayers in Pennsylvania could be forced to pay 18 percent or
more for their electric bills, which would be extremely harmful to low-income families and fixed income seniors. As has occurred
in current RGGI states, which have seen electric rates increase by more than 1000 percent more than Pennsylvania between
2009 and 2019, RGGI will increase electric bills for residential, commercial, and industrial consumers by $3 billion by 2030. This

is money that cannot be used to grow our economy, pay our workforce, and invest in our communities. As electricity can be the

largest cost input for businesses, they will relocate, displacing our jobs and uprootng communities across our commonwealth.

PA VOTERS OPPOSE GOVERNOR WOLF’S RGGI TAX REGULATION: By a margin of 60 percent to 29 percent,
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Pennsylvania voters oppose, “Governor Wolf taking unilateral action on energy policies that directly impact electric rates and
jobs from existing power plants without the approval of the General Assembly.0 In fact, voters from every region of Pennsylvania
feel the same, including: 64 percent in Allegheny County; 56 percent in Southeast Pennsylvania; and, in Philadelphia, 52
percent oppose Governor WoWs unilateral action on RGGI. And, for good reason as this is an issue that ought to be voted
before the legislature as it is a clear tax and as it’s a major shift in public policy that will impact the entire commonwealth. NO
HELP FOR WORKERS, LDW INCOME FAMILIES AND FIXED INCOME SENIORS: To make matters worse, adopting RGGI by
regulation precludes any assistance to workers, families and communities impacted by job losses and higher electric rates as
acknowledged by the Department of Environmental Protection and Penn State University. Many good paying. family sustaining
jobs. both union and non-union will be impacted. All those jobs in building and maintaining powerplants will be displaced, but so
will the industries that support this economic activity — down to the local restaurants! real estate agents, and local retailers, just
to name a few. MORE ENVIRONMENTAL HARM THAN GAIN: RGGI will have zero impact on climate change. Ninety-nine
percent of all C02 reductions from plant closures in Pennsylvania will be offset by CO2 increases in non-RGGI states, such as
Ohio and West Virginia. In fact, those states have been ramping up investments and subsidizing their fossil fuel plants in
anticipation of RGGI. Worse yet, those plants are not subject to the same strict air pollution standards as Pennsylvania’s plants,
which means that increased pollution from Ohio and West Virginia will flow into Pennsylvania as a direct result of RGGI.
Pennsylvania continues to witness the positive environmental impacts that clean, reliable, and affordable energy provides in a
deregulated electricity market. Pennsylvania is already ahead of the carbon dioxide emission reduction goals established under
Governor WoWs Climate Action Plan and is ahead of many of the participating RGGI states, even while supplying these same
states with energy and energy intensive goods. I am asking that you intercede on behalf of the citizens of the commonwealth,
and on behalf of the impacted communities that have been denied their legal right to confront the bureaucracy that seeks to
destroy their lives and livelihoods. Please reject this harmful regulation, lacking basis in Pennsylvania law and in common sense;
all for a seemingly political power-play by the Wolf Administration, Thank you for your consideration of this important matter.

Sincerely!
John Kammer
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Stephen Hoffman

From: Irrchelp
Sent: Wednesday, August 25, 2021 1:21 PM
To: IRRC
Subject: FW: Please Reject Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): C02 Budget Trading Program (RGGI)

From: ashorn=epix.net@campaigns.mplatform.io [mailto:ashorn=epix.netcampaigns.mplatform.io] On Behalf Of
ashorn@epix.net
Sent: Monday, August 23, 2021 8:50 PM
To: lrrchelp <irrchelp@irrc.state.pa.us>
Subject: Please Reject Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): C02 Budget Trading Program (RGGI)

CAUTION: **E)(TERNAL SENDER” This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Andy Horn
505 Ramblewood Dr
Bangor, PA 18013
TEL: 5708970462
Independent Regulatory Review Commission
333 Market St
14th Floor
Harrisburg PA 17101

Please Reject Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): C02 Budget Trading Program (RGGI)

Dear:

I write to express my opposition to Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): C02 Budget Trading Program (RGGI) urge the
Independent Regulatory Review Commission to reject this proposal. This regulation is a unilateral attempt to impose a
regressive carbon tax on Pennsylvania’s consumers and businesses, and is opposed by supermajorities of both the General
Assembly and Pennsylvania voters. The impact of the regulation will result in massive job losses, significant utility rate
increases, and all for minimal or possibly negative environmental benefit to our commonwealth. I strongly oppose RGGI for the
following reasons. MASSIVE JOB LOSSES: Organized labor and Pennsylvania’s business community are united in their
oppDsition to RGGI because it will lead to the loss of thousands of blue-collar, mostly union jobs, and destroy many communities
throughout Pennsylvania. The adoption of RGGI will result in the loss of over 6,000 jobs, the loss of $2.87 billion in total
economic impact, the loss of $539 million in employee compensation, and the loss of 534 2 million in state and local taxes, Two-
thirds of our electric generation will be rendered uncompetitive, which in turn will lead to increased electric rates in-state and a
migration of new generation investment across our borders to states like Ohio and West Virginia which do not participate in
RGGI. Energy rates on our manufacturers and other energy-intensive businesses will increase significantly, leading to even
more economic devastation, which is why 73 percent of Pennsylvania business owners oppose the Governor’s RGGI-by
regulation scheme. States that have implemented RGGI have seen their electric rates soar and their manufacturing base leave
their states. I do not want to see Pennsylvania’s overall business competitiveness impacted by an overreaching regulation such
as this. SIGNIFICANT RATE INCREASES: Residential electric ratepayers in Pennsylvania could be forced to pay 18 percent or
more for their electric bills, which would be extremely harmful to low-income families and fixed income seniors. As has occurred
in current RGGI states, which have seen electric rates increase by more than 1000 percent more than Pennsylvania between
2009 and 2019, RGGI will increase electric bills for residential, commercial, and industrial consumers by $3 billion by 2030. This
is money that cannot be used to grow our economy, pay our workforce, and invest in our communities. As electricity can be the
largest cost input for businesses, they will relocate, displacing our jobs and uprooting communities across our commonwealth.
PA VOTERS OPPOSE GOVERNOR WOLF’S RGGI TAX REGULATION: By a margin of 60 percent to 29 percent,
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Pennsylvania voters oppose, Governor Wolf taking unilateral action on energy policies that directly impact electric rates and
jobs from existing power plants without the approval of the General Assembly” In fact, voters from every region of Pennsylvania
feel the same, including 64 percent in Allegheny County; 56 percent in Southeast Pennsylvania; and, in Philadelphia, 52
percent oppose Governor Wolf’s unilateral action on RGGI. And, for good reason as this is an issue that ought to be voted
before the legislature as it is a clear tax and as it’s a major shift in public policy that will impact the entire commonwealth. NO
HELP FOR WORKERS, LOW INCOME FAMILIES AND FIXED INCOME SENIORS: To make mailers worse, adopting RGGI by
regulation precludes any assistance to workers. families and communities impacted by job losses and higher electric rates as
acknowledged by the Department of Environmental Protection and Penn State University. Many good paying, family sustaining
jobs. both union and non-union will be impacted. All those jobs in building and maintaining powerplants will be displaced, but so
will the industries that support this economic activity — down to the local restaurants, real estate agents, and local retailers, just
to name a few. MORE ENVIRONMENTAL HARM THAN GAIN: RGGI will have zero impact on climate change. Ninety-nine
percent of all C02 reductions from plant closures in Pennsylvania will be offset by CO2 increases in non-RGGI states, such as
Ohio and West Virginia. In fact, those states have been ramping up investments and subsidizing their fossil fuel plants in
anticipation of RGGI. Worse yet. those plants are not subject to the same strict air pollution standards as Pennsylvanias plants,
which means that increased pollution from Ohio and West Virginia will flow into Pennsylvania as a direct result of RGGI.
Pennsylvania continues to witness the positive environmental impacts that clean, reliable, and affordable energy provides in a
deregulated electricity market. Pennsylvania is already ahead of the carbon dioxide emission reduction goals established under
Governor Wolf’s Climate Action Plan and is ahead of many of the participating RGGI states. even while supplying these same
states with energy and energy intensive goods. I am asking that you intercede on behalf of the citizens of the commonwealth,
and on behalf of the impacted communities that have been denied their legal right to confront the bureaucracy that seeks to
destroy their lives and livelihoods, Please reject this harmful regulation, lacking basis in Pennsylvania law and in common sense;
all for a seemingly political power-play by the Wolf Administration, Thank you for your consideration of this important matter.

Sincerely,
Andy Horn
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Stephen Hoffman

From: Irrchelp
Sent: Wednesday, August 25, 2021 1:21 PM
To: IRRC
Subject: FW: Please Reject Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): C02 Budget Trading Program (RGGI)

From: baa5024=gmail.com@campaigns.mplatform.io [mailto:baa5024=gmail.com@campaigns.mplatform.io] On Behalf
Ofbaa5024@gmail.com
Sent: Monday, August 23, 2021 8:57 PM
To: lrrchelp <irrchelp@irrc.state.pa.us>
Subject: Please Reject Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): C02 Budget Trading Program (RGGI)

CAUTION: **EXTERNAL SENDER” This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Brett Ashley
107 Cherokee Ct
Freeport ,PA 16229
TEL: 7245251559
Independent Regulatory Review Commission
333 Market St
14th Floor
Harrisburg , PA 17101

Please Reject Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): C02 Budget Trading Program (RGGI)

Dear:

I write to express my opposition to Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): C02 Budget Trading Program (RGGI) urge the
Independent Regulatory Review Commission to reject this proposal. This regulation is a unilateral attempt to impose a
regressive carbon tax on Pennsylvania’s consumers and businesses, and is opposed by supermajorities of both the General
Assembly and Pennsylvania voters. The impact of the regulation will result in massive job losses, significant utility rate
increases, and all for minimal or possibly negative environmental benefit to our commonwealth. I strongly oppose RGGI for the
following reasons: MASSIVE JOB LOSSES: Organized labor and Pennsylvania’s business community are united in their
opposition to RGGI because it will lead to the loss of thousands of blue-collar, mostly union jobs, and destroy many communities
throughout Pennsylvania. The adoption of RGGI will result in the loss of over 8,000 jobs, the loss of $2.87 billion in total
economic impact, the loss of $539 million in employee compensation, and the loss of $34.2 million in state and local taxes. Two-
thirds of our electric generation will be rendered uncompetitive, which in turn will lead to increased electric rates in-state and a
migration of new generation investment across our borders to states like Ohio and West Virginia which do not participate in
RGGI. Energy rates on our manufacturers and other energy-intensive businesses will increase significantly, leading to even
more economic devastation, which is why 73 percent of Pennsylvania business owners oppose the Governor’s RGGI-by
regulation scheme. States that have implemented RGGI have seen their electric rates soar and their manufacturing base leave
their states. I do not want to see Pennsylvania’s overall business competitiveness impacted by an overreaching regulation such
as this. SIGNIFICANT RATE INCREASES: Residential electric ratepayers in Pennsylvania could be forced to pay 18 percent or
more for their electric bills, which would be extremely harmful to low-income families and fixed income seniors. As has occurred
in current RGGI states, which have seen electric rates increase by more than 1000 percent more than Pennsylvania between
2009 and 2019, RGGI will increase electric bills for residential, commercial, and industrial consumers by $3 billion by 2030. This
is money that cannot be used to grow our economy, pay our workforce, and invest in our communities. As electricity can be the
largest cost input for businesses, they will relocate, displacing our jobs and uprooting communities across our commonwealth.
PA VOTERS OPPOSE GOVERNOR WOLF’S RGGI TAX REGULATION: By a margin of 60 percent to 29 percent,
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Pennsylvania voters oppose, “Governor Wolf taking unilateral action on energy policies that directly impact electric rates and
jobs from existing power plants without the approval of the General Assembly.” In fact, voters from every region of Pennsylvania
feel the same, including: 64 percent in Allegheny County; 56 percent in Southeast Pennsylvania; and, in Philadelphia, 52
percent oppose Governor Wolf’s unilateral action on RGGI. And, for good reason as this is an issue that ought to be voted
before the legislature as it is a clear tax and as it’s a major shift in public policy that will impact the entire commonwealth. NO
HELP FOR WORKERS. LOW INCOME FAMILIES AND FIXED INCOME SENIORS: To make matters worse, adopting RGGI by
regulation precludes any assistance to workers, families and communities impacted by job losses and higher electric rates as
acknowledged by the Department of Environmental Protection and Penn State University. Many good paying, family sustaining
jobs. both union and non-union will be impacted. All those jobs in building and maintaining powerplants will be displaced, but so
will the industries that support this economic activity — down to the local restaurants, real estate agents, and local retailers, just
to name a few. MORE ENVIRONMENTAL HARM THAN GAIN: ROGI will have zero impact on climate change. Ninety-nine
percent of all CO2 reductions from plant closures in Pennsylvania will be offset by CO2 increases in non-RGGI states, such as
Ohio and West Virginia. In fact, those states have been ramping up investments and subsidizing their fossil fuel plants in
anticipation of RGGI. Worse yet, those plants are not subject to the same strict air pollution standards as Pennsylvania’s plants,
which means that increased pollution from Ohio and West Virginia will flow into Pennsylvania as a direct result of RGGI.
Pennsylvania continues to witness the positive environmental impacts that clean, reliable, and affordable energy provides in a
deregulated electricity market. Pennsylvania is already ahead of the carbon dioxide emission reduction goals established under
Governor Wolf’s Climate Action Plan and is ahead of many of the participating RGGI states, even while supplying these same
states with energy and energy intensive goods. I am asking that you intercede on behalf of the citizens of the commonwealth,
and on behalf of the impacted communities that have been denied their legal right to confront the bureaucracy that seeks to
destroy their lives and livelihoods. Please reject this harmful regulation, lacking basis in Pennsylvania law and in common sense;
all for a seemingly political power-play by the Wolf Administration. Thank you for your consideration of this important matter.

Sincerely,
Brett Ashley
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Stephen Hoffman

From: lrrchelp
Sent: Wednesday, August 25, 2021 1:21 PM
To: IRRC
Subject FW: Please Reject Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): C02 Budget Trading Program (RGGI)

From: sonyamae=hotmail.com@campaigns.mplatform.io [mailto:sonyamae=hotmail.com@campaigns.mplatform.io] On
Behalf Of sonyamae@hotmail.com
Sent: Monday, August 23, 2021 9:28 PM
To: lrrchelp <irrchelp@irrc.state.pa.us>
Subject: Please Reject Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): C02 Budget Trading Program (RGGI)

CAUTION: **EXTERNAL SENDER” This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Sonya Russell
Retired
78 Hemlock Road
Commodore, PA 15729
TEL: 7242544573
Independent Regulatory Review Commission
333 Market St
14th Floor
Harrisburg , PA 17101

Please Reject Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): C02 Budget Trading Program (RGGI)

Dear:

I write to express my opposition to Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): C02 Budget Trading Program (RGGI) urge the
Independent Regulatory Review Commission to reject this proposal. This regulation is a unilateral attempt to impose a
regressive carbon tax on Pennsylvania’s consumers and businesses, and is opposed by supermajorities of both the General
Assembly and Pennsylvania voters. The impact of the regulation will result in massive job losses, significant utility rate
increases, and all for minimal or possibly negative environmental benefit to our commonwealth. I strongly oppose RGGI for the
following reasons: MASSIVE JOB LOSSES: Organized labor and Pennsylvania’s business community are united in their
opposition to RGGI because it will lead to the loss of thousands of blue-collar, mostly union jobs, and destroy many communities
throughout Pennsylvania. The adoption of RGGI will result in the loss of over 8,000 jobs, the loss of $2.87 billion in total
economic impact, the loss of $539 million in employee compensation, and the loss of $34.2 million in state and local taxes. Two-
thirds of our electric generation will be rendered uncompetitive, which in turn will lead to increased electric rates in-state and a
migration of new generation investment across our borders to states like Ohio and West Virginia which do not participate in
RGGI. Energy rates on our manufacturers and other energy-intensive businesses will increase significantly, leading to even
more economic devastation, which is why 73 percent of Pennsylvania business owners oppose the Governor’s RGGI-by
regulation scheme. States that have implemented RGGI have seen their electric rates soar and their manufacturing base leave
their states. I do not want to see Pennsylvania’s overall business competitiveness impacted by an overreaching regulation such
as this. SIGNIFICANT RATE INCREASES: Residential electric ratepayers in Pennsylvania could be forced to pay 18 percent or
more for their electric bills, which would be extremely harmful to low-income families and fixed income seniors. As has occurred
in current RGGI states, which have seen electric rates increase by more than 1000 percent more than Pennsylvania between
2009 and 2019, RGGI will increase electric bills for residential, commercial, and industrial consumers by $3 billion by 2030. This
is money that cannot be used to grow our economy, pay our workforce, and invest in our communities, As electricity can be thelargest cost input for businesses, they will relocate, displacing our jobs and uprooting communities across our commonwealth.
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PA VOTERS OPPOSE GOVERNOR WOLF’S RGGI TAX REGULATION: By a margin of 60 percent to 29 percent,
Pennsylvania voters oppose, Governor Wolf taking unilateral action on energy policies that directly impact electric rates and
jobs from existing power plants without the approval of the General Assembly.” In fact. voters from every region of Pennsylvania
feel the same, including: 64 percent in Allegheny County; 56 percent in Southeast Pennsylvania; and, in Philadelphia. 52
percent oppose Governor Wolf’s unilateral action on RGGI. And, for good reason as this is an issue that ought to be voted
before the legislature as it is a clear tax and as it’s a major shift in public policy that will impact the entire commonwealth. NO
HELP FOR WORKERS, LOW INCOME FAMILIES AND FIXED INCOME SENIORS: To make matters worse, adopting RGGI by
regulation precludes any assistance to workers, families and communities impacted by job losses and higher electric rates as
acknowledged by the Department of Environmental Protection and Penn State University. Many good paying, family sustaining
jobs, both union and non-union will be impacted. All those jobs in building and maintaining powerplants will be displaced, but so
will the industries that support this economic activity — down to the local restaurants, real estate agents, and local retailers, just
to name a few. MORE ENVIRONMENTAL HARM THAN GAIN: RGGI will have zero impact on climate change. Ninety-nine
percent of all CO2 reductions from plant closures in Pennsylvania will be offset by C02 increases in non-RGGI states, such as
Ohio and West Virginia. In fact, those states have been ramping up investments and subsidizing their fossil fuel plants in
anticipation of RGGI. Worse yet, those plants are not subject to the same strict air pollution standards as Pennsylvania’s plants,
which means that increased pollution from Ohio and West Virginia will flow into Pennsylvania as a direct result of RGGI.
Pennsylvania continues to witness the positive environmental impacts that clean, reliable, and affordable energy provides in a
deregulated electricity market. Pennsylvania is already ahead of the carbon dioxide emission reduction goals established under
Governor Wolf’s Climate Action Plan and is ahead of many of the participating RGGI states, even while supplying these same
states with energy and energy intensive goods. I am asking that you intercede on behalf of the citizens of the commonwealth,
and on behalf of the impacted communities that have been denied their legal right to confront the bureaucracy that seeks to
destroy their lives and livelihoods. Please reject this harmful regulation, lacking basis in Pennsylvania law and in common sense;
all for a seemingly political power-play by the Wolf Administration. Thank you for your consideration of this important matter.

Sincerely,
Sonya Russell
Retired
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Stephen Hoffman

From: Irrchelp
Sent: Wednesday, August 25, 2021 1:21 PM
To: IRRC
Subject: FW: Please Reject Regulation #7-559 ((RRC# 3274): C02 Budget Trading Program (RGGI)

From: rsaxo4=msn.com@campaigns.mplatform.io maiIto:rsax04=msn.comcampaigns.mptatform.io On BehaLf Of

rsax04@msn.com
Sent: Monday, August 23, 2021 9:41 PM
To: lrrchelp <irrchelp@irrc.state.pa.us>
Subject: Please Reject Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): CO2 Budget Trading Program (RGGI)

CAUTION: eSEXTERNAL SENDER” This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Richard Saxberg
Labor
MABV
134 Brown Street
Belle Vernon, PA 15012
TEL. 7249295036
Independent Regulatory Review Commission
333 Market St
14th Floor
Harrisburg . PA 17101

Please Reject Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): C02 Budget Trading Program (RGGI)

Dear

I write to express my opposition to Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): C02 Budget Trading Program (RGGI) urge the
Independent Regulatory Review Commission to reject this proposal. This regulation is a unilateral attempt to impose a
regressive carbon tax on Pennsylvania’s consumers and businesses, and is opposed by supermajorities of both the General
Assembly and Pennsylvania voters, The impact of the regulation will result in massive job losses, significant utility rate
increases, and all for minimal or possibly negative environmental benefit to our commonwealth I strongly oppose RGGI for the
following reasons MASSIVE JOB LOSSES: Organized labor and Pennsylvania’s business community are united in their
opposition to RGGI because it will lead to the loss of thousands of blue-collar, mostly union jobs, and destroy many communities
throughout Pennsylvania. The adoption of RGGI will result in the loss of over 8,000 jobs, the loss of $2.87 billion in total
economic impact, the loss of $539 million in employee compensation, and the loss of $34.2 million in state and local taxes. Two-
thirds of our electric generation will be rendered uncompetitive, which in turn will lead to increased electric rates n-state and a
migration of new generation investment across our borders to states like Ohio and West Virginia which do not participate in
RGGI. Energy rates on our manufacturers and other energy-intensive businesses will increase significantly, leading to even
more economic devastation, which is why 73 percent of Pennsylvania business owners oppose the Governor’s RGGI-by
regulation scheme. States that have implemented RGGI have seen their electric rates soar and their manufacturing base leave
their states. I do not want to see Pennsylvania’s overall business competitiveness impacted by an overreaching regulation such
as this. SIGNIFICANT RATE INCREASES: Residential electric ratepayers in Pennsylvania could be forced to pay 18 percent or
more for their electric bills, which would be extremely harmful to low-income families and fixed income seniors. As has occurred
in current RGGI states, which have seen electric rates increase by more than 1000 percent more than Pennsylvania between
2009 and 2019, RGGI will increase electric bills for residential, commercial, and industrial consumers by $3 billion by 2030, This
is money that cannot be used to grow our economy, pay our workforce, and invest in our communities. As electricity can be the
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largest cost input for businesses, they will relocate, displacing our jobs and uprooting communities across our commonwealth.
PA VOTERS OPPOSE GOVERNOR WOLF’S RGGI TAX REGULATION: By a margin of 60 percent to 29 percent,
Pennsylvania voters oppose, “Governor Wolf taking unilateral action on energy policies that directly impact electric rates and
jobs from existing power plants without the approval of the General Assembly.” In fact, voters from every region of Pennsylvania
feel the same, including: 64 percent in Allegheny County; 56 percent in Southeast Pennsylvania; and, in Philadelphia, 52
percent oppose Governor Wolf’s unilateral action on RGGI. And, for good reason as this is an issue that ought to be voted
before the legislature as it is a clear tax and as it’s a major shift in public policy that will impact the entire commonwealth. NO
HELP FOR WORKERS, LOW INCOME FAMILIES AND FIXED INCOME SENIORS: To make matters worse, adopting RGGI by
regulation precludes any assistance to workers, families and communities impacted by job losses and higher electric rates as
acknowledged by the Department of Environmental Protection and Penn State University. Many good paying, family sustaining
jobs, both union and non-union will be impacted. All those jobs in building and maintaining powerplants will be displaced, but so
will the industries that support this economic activity — down to the local restaurants, real estate agents, and local retailers, just
to name a few. MORE ENVIRONMENTAL HARM THAN GAIN: RGGI will have zero impact on climate change. Ninety-nine
percent of all CD2 reductions from plant closures in Pennsylvania will be offset by CO2 increases in non-RGGI states, such as
Ohio and West Virginia In fact, those states have been ramping up investments and subsidizing their fossil fuel plants in
anticipation of RGGI. Worse yet, those plants are not subject to the same strict air pollution standards as Pennsylvania’s plants,
which means that increased pollution from Ohio and West Virginia will flow into Pennsylvania as a direct result of RGGI.
Pennsylvania continues to witness the positive environmental impacts that clean, reliable, and affordable energy provides in a
deregulated electricity market. Pennsylvania is already ahead of the carbon dioxide emission reduction goals established under
Governor Wolf’s Climate Action Plan and is ahead of many of the participating RGGI states, even while supplying these same
states with energy and energy intensive goods. I am asking that you intercede on behalf of the citizens of the commonwealth.
and on behalf of the impacted communities that have been denied their legal right to confront the bureaucracy that seeks to
destroy their lives and livelihoods. Please reject this harmful regulation, lacking basis in Pennsylvania law and in common sense;
all for a seemingly political power-play by the Wolf Administration. Thank you for your consideration of this important matter.

Sincerely,
Richard Saxberg
Labor MABV
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Stephen Hoffman

From: lrrchelp
Sent: Wednesday. August 25, 2021 1:22 PM
To: IRRC
Subject: FW: Please Reject Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): C02 Budget Trading Program (RGGI)

From: retractsdown=hotmail.com@campaigns.mplatform.io
[mailto:retractsdown=hotmail.com@campaigns.mplatform.io] On Behalf Ofretractsdown@hotmail.com
Sent: Monday, August 23, 2021 9:45 PM
To: lrrchelp <irrchelp@irrc.state.pa.us>

Subject: Please Reject Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): C02 Budget Trading Program (RGGI)

CAUTION: **EXTERNAL SENDER” This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Tedd Kunkel
61 Amasa Road
Greenville , PA 16125
TEL: 7245683724
Independent Regulatory Review Commission
333 Market St
14th Floor
Harrisburg PA 17101

Please Reject Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): C02 Budget Trading Program (RGGI)

Dear:

I write to express my opposition to Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): C02 Budget Trading Program (RGGI) urge the
Independent Regulatory Review Commission to reject this proposaL This regulation is a unilateral attempt to impose a
regressive carbon tax on Pennsylvania’s consumers and businesses, and is opposed by supermajorities of both the General
Assembly and Pennsylvania voters. The impact of the regulation will result in massive job losses, significant utility rate
increases, and all for minimal or possibly negative environmental benefit to our commonwealth. I strongly oppose RGGI for the
following reasons MASSIVE JOB LOSSES: Organized labor and Pennsylvania’s business community are united in their
opposition to RGGI because it will lead to the loss of thousands of blue-collar, mostly union jobs. and destroy many communities
throughout Pennsylvania. The adoption of RGGI will result in the loss of over 8.000 jobs: the loss of $2.67 billion in total
economic impact, the loss of $539 million in employee compensation, and the loss of 534.2 million in state and local taxes. Two-
thirds of our electric generation will be rendered uncompetitive, which in turn will lead to increased electric rates in-state and a
migration of new generation investment across our borders to states like Ohio and West Virginia which do not participate in
RGGI. Energy rates on our manufacturers and other energy-intensive businesses will increase significantly. leading to even
more economic devastation, which is why 73 percent of Pennsylvania business owners oppose the Governor’s RGGI-by
regulation scheme. States that have implemented RGGI have seen their electric rates soar and their manufacturing base leave
their states. I do not want to see Pennsylvania’s overall business competitiveness impacted by an overreaching regulation such
as this. SIGNIFICANT RATE INCREASES: Residential electric ratepayers in Pennsylvania could be forced to pay 18 percent or
more for their electric bills, which would be extremely harmful to low-income families and fixed income seniors. As has occurred
in current RGGI states, which have seen electric rates increase by more than 1000 percent more than Pennsylvania between
2009 and 2019, RGGI will increase electric bills for residential, commercial, and industrial consumers by $3 billion by 2030. This
is money that cannot be used to grow our economy, pay our workforce, and invest in our communities. As electricity can be the
largest cost input for businesses, they will relocate, displacing our jobs and uprooting communities across our commonwealth,
PA VOTERS OPPOSE GOVERNOR WOLF’S RGGI TAX REGULATION: By a margin of 60 percent to 29 percent,
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Pennsylvania voters oppose, Governor Wolf taking unilateral action on energy policies that directly impact electric rates and
jobs from existing power plants without the approval of the General Assembly.” In fact, voters from every region of Pennsylvania
feel the same, including: 64 percent in Allegheny County; 56 percent in Southeast Pennsylvania; and, in Philadelphia, 52
percent oppose Governor Wolf’s unilateral action on RGGI. And, for good reason as this is an issue that ought to be voted
before the legislature as it is a clear tax and as it’s a major shift in public policy that will impact the entire commonwealth. NO
HELP FOR WORKERS, LOW INCOME FAMILIES AND FIXED INCOME SENIORS: To make matters worse, adopting RGGI by
regulation precludes any assistance to workers, families and communities impacted by job losses and higher electric rates as
acknowledged by the Department of Environmental Protection and Penn State University. Many good paying, family sustaining
jobs, both union and non-union will be impacted. All those jobs in building and maintaining powerplants will be displaced, but so
will the industries that support this economic activity — down to the local restaurants, real estate agents, and local retailers, just
to name a few. MORE ENVIRONMENTAL HARM THAN GAIN: RGGI will have zero impact on climate change. Ninety-nine
percent of all C02 reductions from plant closures in Pennsylvania will be offset by CO2 increases in non-RGGI states, such as
Ohio and West Virginia. In fact, those states have been ramping up investments and subsidizing their fossil fuel plants in
anticipation of RGGI. Worse yet, those plants are not subject to the same strict air pollution standards as Pennsylvania’s plants,
which means that increased pollution from Ohio and West Virginia will flow into Pennsylvania as a direct result of RGGI.
Pennsylvania continues to witness the positive environmental impacts that clean, reliable, and affordable energy provides in a
deregulated electricity market. Pennsylvania is already ahead of the carbon dioxide emission reduction goals established under
Governor Wolf’s Climate Action Plan and is ahead of many of the participating RGGI states, even while supplying these same
states with energy and energy intensive goods. I am asking that you intercede on behalf of the citizens of the commonwealth,
and on behalf of the impacted communities that have been denied their legal right to confront the bureaucracy that seeks to
destroy their lives and livelihoods. Please reject this harmful regulation, lacking basis in Pennsylvania law and in common sense;
all for a seemingly political power-play by the Wolf Administration. Thank you for your consideration of this important matter.

Sincerely.
Tedd Kunkel
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Stephen Hoffman

From: lrrchelp
Sent: Wednesday, August 25, 2021 1:22 PM
To: IRRC
Subject: FW: Please Reject Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): C02 Budget Trading Program (RGGI)

From: mills64S=comcastnet@campaigns.mplatform.io [mailto:m11ls645=comcast.net@campaigns.mplatform.io] On
Behalf Ofmills645@comcast.net
Sent: Monday, August 23, 2021 9:51 PM
To: lrrchelp <irrchelp@irrc.state.pa.us>

Subject: PIea5e Reject Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): C02 Budget Trading Program (RGGI)

CAUTION: “EXTERNAL SENDER” This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe,

Walter Mills
retired
645 Murdoch St.
Washington PA 15301
TEL: 7242255598
Independent Regulatory Review Commission
333 Market St
14th Floor
Harrisburg , PA 17101

Please Reject Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): C02 Budget Trading Program (RGGI)

Dear:

I write to express my opposition to Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): C02 Budget Trading Program (RGGI) urge the
Independent Regulatory Review Commission to reject this proposal. This regulation is a unilateral attempt to impose a
regressive carbon tax on Pennsylvania’s consumers and businesses, and is opposed by supermajorities of both the General
Assembly and Pennsylvania voters. The impact of the regulation will result in massive job losses, significant utility rate
increases, and all for minimal or possibly negative environmental benefit to our commonwealth. I strongly oppose RGGI for the
following reasons MASSIVE JOB LOSSES: Organized labor and Pennsylvania’s business community are united in their
opposition to RGGI because it will lead to the loss of thousands of blue-collar, mostly union jobs. and destroy many communities
throughout Pennsylvania. The adoption of RGGI will result in the loss of over 8.000 jobs. the loss of 52.87 billion in total
economic impact. the loss of $539 million in employee compensation, and the loss of $34.2 million in state and local taxes. Two-
thirds of our electric generation will be rendered uncompetitive, which in turn will lead to increased electric rates in-state and a
migration of new generation investment across our borders to states like Ohio and West Virginia which do not participate in
RGGI. Energy rates on our manufacturers and other energy-intensive businesses will increase significantly, leading to even
more economic devastation, which is why 73 percent of Pennsylvania business owners oppose the Governor’s RGGI-by
regulation scheme. States that have implemented RGGI have seen their electric rates soar and their manufacturing base leave
their states. I do not want to see Pennsylvania’s overall business competitiveness impacted by an overreaching regulation such

as this. SIGNIFICANT RATE INCREASES: Residential electric ratepayers in Pennsylvania could be forced to pay 18 percent or

more for their electric bills, which would be extremely harmful to low-income families and fixed income seniors. As has occurred

in current RGGI states, which have seen electric rates increase by more than 1000 percent more than Pennsylvania between

2009 and 2019, RGGI will increase electric bills for residential, commercial, and industrial consumers by $3 billion by 2030. This

is money that cannot be used to grow our economy, pay our workforce, and invest in our communities. As electricity can be the

largest cost input for businesses, they will relocate, displacing our jobs and uprooting communities across our commonwealth.



PA VOTERS OPPOSE GOVERNOR WOLF’S RGGI TAX REGULATION: By a margin of 60 percent to 29 percent,
Pennsylvania voters oppose, Governor Wolf taking unilateral action on energy policies that directly impact electric rates and
jobs from existing power plants without the approval of the General Assembly. In fact, voters from every region of Pennsylvania
feel the same, including: 64 percent in Allegheny County: 56 percent in Southeast Pennsylvania; and, in Philadelphia. 52
percent oppose Governor WoWs unilateral action on RGGI. And, for good reason as this is an issue that ought to be voted
before the legislature as it is a clear tax and as it’s a major shift in public policy that will impact the entire commonwealth. NO
HELP FOR WORKERS, LOW INCOME FAMILIES AND FIXED INCOME SENIORS: To make matters worse, adopting RGGI by
regulation precludes any assistance to workers, families and communities impacted by job losses and higher electric rates as
acknowledged by the Department of Environmental Protection and Penn State University. Many good paying, family sustaining
jobs, both union and non-union will be impacted. All those jobs in building and maintaining powerplants will be displaced, but so
will the industries that support this economic activity — down to the local restaurants, real estate agents, and local retailers, just
to name a few. MORE ENVIRONMENTAL HARM THAN GAIN: RGGI will have zero impact on climate change. Ninety-nine
percent of all CO2 reductions from plant closures in Pennsylvania will be offset by CO2 increases in non-RGGI states, such as
Ohio and West Virginia. In fact, those states have been ramping up investments and subsidizing their fossil fuel plants in
anticipation of RGGI. Worse yet, those plants are not subject to the same strict air pollution standards as Pennsylvania’s plants,
which means that increased pollution from Ohio and West Virginia will flow into Pennsylvania as a direct result of RGGI.
Pennsylvania continues to witness the positive environmental impacts that clean, reliable, and affordable energy provides in a
deregulated electricity market. Pennsylvania is already ahead of the carbon dioxide emission reduction goals established under
Governor Wolf’s Climate Action Plan and is ahead of many of the participating RGGI states, even while supplying these same
states with energy and energy intensive goods. I am asking that you intercede on behalf of the citizens of the commonwealth,
and on behalf of the impacted communities that have been denied their legal right to confront the bureaucracy that seeks to
destroy their lives and livelihoods. Please reject this harmful regulation, lacking basis in Pennsylvania law and in common sense;
all for a seemingly political power-play by the Wolf Administration. Thank you for your consideration of this important matter.

Sincerely.
Walter Mills
retired
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Stephen Hoffman

From: lrrchelp
Sent: Wednesday, August 25, 2021 1:22 PM
To: IRRC
Subject: FW: Please Reject Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): C02 Budget Trading Program (RGGI)

From: lexwinans=msn.com@campaigns.mplatform.io [mailto:lexwinans=msn.com@campaigns.mplatform.io] On Behalf
Of Iexwinans@msn.com
Sent: Monday, August 23, 2021 10:19 PM
To: Irrchelp <irrchelp@irrc.state.pa.us>
Subject: Please Reject Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): C02 Budget Trading Program (RGGI)

CAUTION: **EXTERNAL SENDER” This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Lex Winans
President
Coal Hill Mining Company
17 Brilliant Ave.
Pittsburgh, PA 15215
TEL: 4128187304
Independent Regulatory Review Commission
333 Market St
14th Floor
Harrisburg , PA 17101

Please Reject Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): C02 Budget Trading Program (RGGI)

Dear:

I write to express my opposition to Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): C02 Budget Trading Program (RGGI) urge the
Independent Regulatory Review Commission to reject this proposal. This regulation is a unilateral attempt to impose a
regressive carbon tax on Pennsylvania’s consumers and businesses, and is opposed by supermajorities of both the General
Assembly and Pennsylvania voters. The impact of the regulation will result in massive job losses, significant utility rate
increases, and all for minimal or possibly negative environmental benefit to our commonwealth. I strongly oppose RGGI for the
following reasons: MASSIVE JOB LOSSES. Organized labor and Pennsylvania’s business community are united in their
opposition to RGGI because it will lead to the loss of thousands of blue-collar, mostly union jobs, and destroy many communities
throughout Pennsylvania. The adoption of RGGI will result in The loss of over 8,000 jobs, the loss of $2.67 billion in total
economic impact, the loss of $539 million in employee compensation, and the loss of $34.2 million in state and local taxes. Two-
thirds of our electric generation will be rendered uncompetitive, which in turn will lead to increased electric rates in-stale and a
migration of new generation investment across our borders to states like Ohio and West Virginia which do not participate in
RGGI. Energy rates on our manufacturers and other energy-intensive businesses will increase significantly, leading to even
more economic devastation, which is why 73 percent of Pennsylvania business owners oppose the Governor’s RGGI-by
regulation scheme. States that have implemented RGGI have seen their electric rates soar and their manufacturing base leave

their states. I do not want to see Pennsylvania’s overall business competitiveness impacted by an overreaching regulation such

as this. SIGNIFICANT RATE INCREASES: Residential electric ratepayers in Pennsylvania could be forced to pay 18 percent or

more for their electric bills, which would be extremely harmful to low-income families and fixed income seniors. As has occurred

in current RGGI states, which have seen electric rates increase by more than 1000 percent more than Pennsylvania between

2009 and 2019, RGGI will increase electric bills for residential, commercial, and industrial consumers by $3 billion by 2030. This

is money that cannot be used to grow our economy, pay our workforce, and invest in our communities. As electricity can be the
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largest cost input for businesses, they will relocate, displacing our jobs and uprooting communities across our commonwealth.
PA VOTERS OPPOSE GOVERNOR WOLF’S RGGI TAX REGULATION: By a margin of 60 percent to 29 percent.
Pennsylvania voters oppose, ‘Governor Wolf taking unilateral action on energy policies that directly impact electric rates and
jobs from existing power plants without the approval of the General Assembly.” In fact? voters from every region of Pennsylvania
feel the same, including: 64 percent in Allegheny County: 56 percent in Southeast Pennsylvania: and, in Philadelphia. 52
percent oppose Governor Wows unilateral action on RGGI. And, for good reason as this is an issue that ought to be voted
before the legislature as it is a clear tax and as its a major shift in public policy that will impact the entire commonwealth. NO
HELP FOR WORKERS. LOW INCOME FAMILIES AND FIXED INCOME SENIORS: To make matters worse, adopting RGGI by
regulation precludes any assistance to workers, families and communities impacted by job losses and higher electric rates as
acknowledged by the Department of Environmental Protection and Penn State University. Many good paying, family sustaining
jobs, both union and non-union will be impacted. All those jobs in building and maintaining powerplants will be displaced, but so
will the industries that support this economic activity — down to the local restaurants, real estate agents, and local retailers, just
to name a few. MORE ENVIRONMENTAL HARM THAN GAIN: RGGI will have zero impact on climate change. Ninety-nine
percent of all C02 reductions from plant closures in Pennsylvania will be offset by CO2 increases in non-RGGI states, such as
Ohio and West Virginia. In fact, those states have been ramping up investments and subsidizing their fossil fuel plants in
anticipation of RGGI. Worse yet, those plants are not subject to the same strict air pollution standards as Pennsylvania’s plants,
which means that increased pollution from Ohio and West Virginia will flow into Pennsylvania as a direct result of RGGI.
Pennsylvania continues to witness the positive environmental impacts that clean, reliable, and affordable energy provides in a
deregulated electricity market. Pennsylvania is already ahead of the carbon dioxide emission reduction goals established under
Governor Wolf’s Climate Action Plan and is ahead of many of the participating RGGI states, even while supplying these same
states with energy and energy intensive goods. I am asking that you intercede on behalf of the citizens of the commonwealth,
and on behalf of the impacted communities that have been denied their legal right to confront the bureaucracy that seeks to
destroy their lives and livelihoods. Please reject this harmful regulation, lacking basis in Pennsylvania law and in common sense;
all for a seemingly political power-play by the Wolf Administration. Thank you for your consideration of this important matter.

Sincerely,
Lex Winans
President Coal Hill Mining Company
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Stephen Hoffman

From: lrrchelp
Sent: Wednesday, August 25, 2021 1:22 PM
To: IRRC
Subject: FW: Please Reject Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): C02 Budget Trading Program (RGGI)

From: eric.midlam=mining.komatsu@campaigns.mplatform.io
[mailto:eric.midlam=mining.komatsu@campaigns.mplatform.io] On Behalf Of eric.midlam@mining.komatsu
Sent: Monday, August 23, 2021 10:25 PM
To: lrrchelp <irrchelp@irrc.state.pa.us>
Subject: Please Reject Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): C02 Budget Trading Program (RGGI)

CAUTION: **EXTERNAL SENDER” This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

ERIC MIDLAM
Komatsu Mining
120 LIBERTY ST
FRANKLIN PA 16323
TEL: 8144321295
Independent Regulatory Review Commission
333 Market St
14th Floor
Harrisburg , PA 17101

Please Reject Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): C02 Budget Trading Program (RGGI)

Dear:

I write to express my opposition to Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): C02 Budget Trading Program (RGGI) urge the
Independent Regulatory Review Commission to reject this proposal. This regulation is a unilateral attempt to impose a
regressive carbon tax on Pennsylvania’s consumers and businesses, and is opposed by supermajorities of both the General
Assembly and Pennsylvania voters. The impact of the regulation will result in massive job losses, significant utility rate
increases, and all for minimal or possibly negative environmental benefit to our commonwealth. I strongly oppose RGGI for the
following reasons: MASSIVE JOB LOSSES: Organized labor and Pennsylvania’s business community are united in their
opposition to RGGI because it will lead to the loss of thousands of blue-collar, mostly union jobs, and destroy many communities
throughout Pennsylvania. The adoption of RGGI will result in the loss of over 8,000 jobs, the loss of $2.87 billion in total
economic impact, the loss of $539 million in employee compensation, and the loss of 534.2 million in state and local taxes. Two-
thirds of our electric generation will be rendered uncompetitive, which in turn will lead to increased electric rates in-state and a
migration of new generation investment across our borders to states like Ohio and West Virginia which do not participate in
RGGI. Energy rates on our manufacturers and other energy-intensive businesses will increase significantly, leading to even
more economic devastation, which is why 73 percent of Pennsylvania business owners oppose the Governor’s RGGI-by
regulation scheme. States that have implemented RGGI have seen their electric rates soar and their manufacturing base leave
their states. I do not want to see Pennsylvania’s overall business competitiveness impacted by an overreaching regulation such
as this. SIGNIFICANT RATE INCREASES: Residential electric ratepayers in Pennsylvania could be forced to pay 18 percent or
more for their electric bills, which would be extremely harmful to low-income families and fixed income seniors. As has occurred
in current RGGI states, which have seen electric rates increase by more than 1000 percent more than Pennsylvania between
2009 and 2019, RGGI will increase electric bills for residential, commercial, and industrial consumers by $3 billion by 2030. This
is money that cannot be used to grow our economy, pay our workforce, and invest in our communities. As electricity can be the
largest cost input for businesses, they will relocate, displacing our jobs and uprooting communities across our comn,onwealth.
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PA VOTERS OPPOSE GOVERNOR WOLF’S RGGI TAX REGULATION: By a margin of 60 percent to 29 percent,
Pennsylvania voters oppose, “Governor Wolf taking unilateral action on energy policies that directly impact electric rates and
jobs from existing power plants without the approval of the General Assembly.” In fact, voters from every region of Pennsylvania
feel the same, including: 64 percent in Allegheny County; 56 percent in Southeast Pennsylvania; and, in Philadelphia, 52
percent oppose Governor Wolf’s unilateral action on RGGI. And, for good reason as this is an issue that ought to be voted
before the legislature as it is a clear tax and as it’s a major shift in public policy that will impact the entire commonwealth. NO
HELP FOR WORKERS, LOW INCOME FAMILIES AND FIXED INCOME SENIORS: To make matters worse, adopting RGGI by
regulation precludes any assistance to workers, families and communities impacted by job losses and higher electric rates as
acknowledged by the Department of Environmental Protection and Penn State University. Many good paying, family sustaining
jobs, both union and non-union will be impacted. All those jobs in building and maintaining powerplants will be displaced, but so
will the industries that support this economic activity — down to the local restaurants, real estate agents, and local retailers, just
to name a few. MORE ENVIRONMENTAL HARM THAN GAIN: RGGI will have zero impact on climate change. Ninety-nine
percent of all C02 reductions from plant closures in Pennsylvania will be offset by C02 increases in non-RGGI states, such as
Ohio and West Virginia. In fact, those states have been ramping up investments and subsidizing their fossil fuel plants in
anticipation of RGGI. Worse yet, those plants are not subject to the same strict air pollution standards as Pennsylvania’s plants,
which means that increased pollution from Ohio and West Virginia will flow into Pennsylvania as a direct result of RGGI,
Pennsylvania continues to witness the positive environmental impacts that clean, reliable, and affordable energy provides in a
deregulated electricity market. Pennsylvania is already ahead of the carbon dioxide emission reduction goals established under
Governor Wolf’s Climate Action Plan and is ahead of many of the participating RGGI states, even while supplying these same
states with energy and energy intensive goods. I am asking that you intercede on behalf of the citizens of the commonwealth,
and on behalf of the impacted communities that have been denied their legal right to confront the bureaucracy that seeks to
destroy their lives and livelihoods. Please reject this harmful regulation, lacking basis in Pennsylvania law and in common sense:
all for a seemingly political power-play by the Wolf Administration. Thank you for your consideration of this important matter.

Sincerely.
ERIC MIDLAM
Komatsu Mining
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Stephen Hoffman

From: lrrchelp
Sent Wednesday, August 25, 2021 1:22 PM
To: IRRC
Subject FW: Please Reject Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): C02 Budget Trading Program (RGGI)

From: dsmith=keyconops.com@campaigns.mplatform.io [mailto:dsmith=keyconops.com@campaigns.mplatform.io] On
Behalf Of dsmith@keyconops.com
Sent; Tuesday, August 24, 2021 2:09 AM
To: Irrchelp <irrchelp@irrc.state.pa.us>

Subject; Please Reject Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): C02 Budget Trading Program (RGGI)

CAUTION: **EXTERNAL SENDER** This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

David Smith
Control Room Operator
CAMS
433 Dickinson Street
Johnstown PA 1 5905
TEL: 8142435808
Independent Regulatory Review Commission
333 Market St
14th Floor
Harrisburg PA 17101

Please Reject Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): CO2 Budget Trading Program (RGGI)

Dear:

I write to express my opposition to Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274) C02 Budget Trading Program (RGGI) urge the
Independent Regulatory Review Commission to reject this proposal. This regulation is a unilateral attempt to impose a
regressive carbon tax on Pennsylvania’s consumers and businesses, and is opposed by supermajorities of both the General
Assembly and Pennsylvania voters. The impact of the regulation will result in massive job losses, significant utility rate
increases, and all for minimal or possibly negative environmental benefit to our commonwealth. I strongly oppose RGGI for the
following reasons MASSIVE JOB LOSSES: Organized labor and Pennsylvania’s business community are united in their
opposition to RGGI because it will lead to the loss of thousands of blue-collar, mostly union jobs. and destroy many communities
throughout Pennsylvania. The adoption of RGGI will result in the loss of over 8,000 jobs, the loss of $2.87 billion in total
economic impact, the loss of $539 million in employee compensation, and the loss of $34.2 million in state and local taxes. Two-
thirds of our electric generation will be rendered uncompetitive, which in turn will lead to increased electric rates in-state and a
migration of new generation investment across our borders to states like Ohio and West Virginia which do not participate in
RGGI. Energy rates on our manufacturers and other energy-intensive businesses will increase significantly, leading to even
more economic devastation, which is why 73 percent of Pennsylvania business owners oppose the Governor’s RGGI-by
regulation scheme. States that have implemented RGGI have seen their electric rates soar and their manufacturing base leave
their states. I do not want to see Pennsylvania’s overall business competitiveness impacted by an overreaching regulation such
as this. SIGNIFICANT RATE INCREASES: Residential electric ratepayers in Pennsylvania could be forced to pay 18 percent or
more for their electric bills, which would be extremely harmful to low-income families and fixed income seniors. As has occurred
in current RGGI states, which have seen electric rates increase by more than 1000 percent more than Pennsylvania between
2009 and 2019, RGGI will increase electric bills for residential, commercial, and industrial consumers by $3 billion by 2030. This
is money that cannot be used to grow our economy, pay our workforce, and invest in our communities. As electricity can be the
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largest cost input for businesses, they will relocate, displacing our jobs and uprooting communities across our commonwealth,
PA VOTERS OPPOSE GOVERNOR WOLF’S RGGI TAX REGULATION: By a margin of 60 percent to 29 percent,
Pennsylvania voters oppose, Governor Wolf taking unilateral action on energy policies that directly impact electric rates and
jobs from existing power plants without the approval of the General Assembly.” In fact, voters from every region of Pennsylvania
feel the same, including: 64 percent in Allegheny County: 56 percent in Southeast Pennsylvania; and. in Philadelphia. 52
percent oppose Governor Wolf’s unilateral action on RGGI. And, for good reason as this is an issue that ought to be voted
before the legislature as it is a clear tax and as it’s a major shift in public policy that will impact the entire commonwealth. NO
HELP FOR WORKERS. LOW INCOME FAMILIES AND FIXED INCOME SENIORS: To make matters worse, adopting RGGI by
regulation precludes any assistance to workers, families and communities impacted by job tosses and higher electric rates as
acknowledged by the Department of Environmental Protection and Penn State University. Many good paying, family sustaining
jobs, both union and non-union will be impacted. All those jobs in building and maintaining powerplants will be displaced, but so
will the industries that support this economic activity — down to the local restaurants, real estate agents, and local retailers, just
to name a few. MORE ENVIRONMENTAL HARM THAN GAIN: RGGI will have zero impact on climate change. Ninety-nine
percent of all CO2 reductions from plant closures in Pennsylvania will be offset by CO2 increases in non-RGGI states, such as
Ohio and West Virginia. In fact, those states have been ramping up investments and subsidizing their fossil fuel plants in
anticipation of RGGI. Worse yet. those plants are not subject to the same strict air pollution standards as Pennsylvania’s plants,
which means that increased pollution from Ohio and West Virginia will flow into Pennsylvania as a direct result of RGGI.
Pennsylvania continues to witness the positive environmental impacts that clean, reliable, and affordable energy provides in a
deregulated electricity market, Pennsylvania is already ahead of the carbon dioxide emission reduction goals established under
Governor Wows Climate Action Plan and is ahead of many of the participating RGGI states, even while supplying these same
states with energy and energy intensive goods. I am asking that you intercede on behalf of the citizens of the commonwealth,
and on behalf of the impacted communities that have been denied their legal right to confront the bureaucracy that seeks to
destroy their lives and livelihoods. Please reject this harmful regulation, lacking basis in Pennsylvania law and in common sense;
all for a seemingly political power-play by the Wolf Administration, Thank you for your consideration of this important matter.

Sincerely,
David Smith
Control Room Operator CAMS
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Stephen Hoffman

From: lrrchelp
Sent: Wednesday, August 25, 2021 1:22 PM
To: IRRC
Subject: FW: Please Reject Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): C02 Budget Trading Program (RGGI)

From: eblenden=msn.com@campaigns.mplatform.io [mailto:eblenden=msn.com@campaigns.mplatform.ioj On Behalf
Of eblenden@msn.com
Sent: Tuesday, August 24, 2021 5:07 AM
To: lrrchelp <irrchelp@irrc.state.pa.us>
Subject: Please Reject Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): C02 Budget Trading Program (RGGI)

CAUTION: “EXTERNAL SENDER** This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Harry Blenden
EEC&M Sr.
Penelec
918 Sunset Dr
Somerset, PA 15501
TEL 8144436837
Independent Regulatory Review Commission
333 Market St
14th Floor
Harrisburg PA 17101

Please Reject Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): C02 Budget Trading Program (RGGI)

Dear:

<p>l write to express my opposition to Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): C02 Budget Trading Program (RGGI) urge the
Independent Regulatory Review Commission to reject this proposal. This regulation is a unilateral attempt to impose a
regressive carbon tax on Pennsylvania’s consumers and businesses, and is opposed by supermajorities of both the General
Assembly and Pennsylvania voters. The impact of the regulation will result in massive job losses, significant utility rate
increases, and all for minimal or possibly negative environmental benefit to our commonwealth. tip> <p>l strongly oppose RGGI
for the following reasons: <ip> <p>MASSIVE JOB LDSSES:<br>Drganized labor and Pennsylvania’s business community are
united in their opposition to RGGI because it will lead to the loss of thousands of blue-collar, mostly union jobs, and destroy
many communities throughout Pennsylvania. The adoption of RGGI will result in the loss of over 8,000 jobs, the loss of $2.87
billion in total economic impact, the loss of $539 million in employee compensation, and the loss of $34.2 million in state and
local taxes. Two-thirds of our electric generation will be rendered uncompetitive, which in turn will lead to increased electric rates
in-state and a migration of new generation investment across our borders to states like Ohio and West Virginia which do not
participate in RGGI. Energy rates on our manufacturers and other energy-intensive businesses will increase significantly,
leading to even more economic devastation, which is why 73 percent of Pennsylvania business owners oppose the Governor’s
RGGI-by-regulation scheme. <ip> <p>States that have implemented RGGI have seen their electric rates soar and their
manufacturing base leave their states. I do not want to see Pennsylvania’s overall business competitiveness impacted by an
overreaching regulation such as this. tip> <p>SIGNIFICANT RATE INCREASES:<br>Residential electric ratepayers in
Pennsylvania could be forced to pay 18 percent or more for their electric bills, which would be extremely harmful to low-income
families and fixed income seniors. As has occurred in current RGGI states, which have seen electric rates increase by more
than 1000 percent more than Pennsylvania between 2009 and 2019, RGGI will increase electric bills for residential, commercial,
and industrial consumers by $3 billion by 2030. This is money that cannot be used to grow our economy. pay our workforce, and
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invest in our communities. As electricity can be the largest cost input for businesses, they will relocate, displacing our jobs and
uprooting communities across our commonwealth. </p> <p>PA VOTERS OPPOSE GOVERNOR WOLF’S RGGI TAX
REGULATION:<br>By a margin of 60 percent to 29 percent, Pennsylvania voters oppose, Governor Wolf taking unilateral
action on energy policies that directly impact electric rates and jobs from existing power plants without the approval of the
General Assembly.” In fact, voters from every region of Pennsylvania feel the same, including: 64 percent in Allegheny County;
56 percent in Southeast Pennsylvania; and, in Philadelphia, 52 percent oppose Governor Wolf’s unilateral action on RGGI. And,
for good reason as this is an issue that ought to be voted before the legislature as it is a clear tax and as it’s a major shift in
public policy that will impact the entire commonwealth. </p> <p>NO HELP FOR WORKERS, LOW INCOME FAMILIES AND
FIXED INCOME SENIORS:<br>To make matters worse, adopting RGGI by regulation precludes any assistance to workers,
families and communities impacted by job losses and higher electric rates as acknowledged by the Department of
Environmental Protection and Penn State University. Many good paying, family sustaining jobs, both union and non-union will be
impacted. All those jobs in building and maintaining powerplants will be displaced, but so will the industries that support this
economic activity — down to the local restaurants, real estate agents, and local retailers, just to name a few. <fp> <p>MORE
ENVIRONMENTAL HARM THAN GAIN:<br>RGGI will have zero impact on climate change. Ninety-nine percent of all CO2
reductions from plant closures in Pennsylvania will be offset by CO2 increases in non-RGGI states, such as Ohio and West
Virginia. In fact, those states have been ramping up investments and subsidizing their fossil fuel plants in anticipation of RGGI.
Worse yet, those plants are not subject to the same strict air pollution standards as Pennsylvania’s plants, which means that
increased pollution from Ohio and West Virginia will flow into Pennsylvania as a direct result of RGGI. <Ip> <p>Pennsylvania
continues to witness the positive environmental impacts that clean, reliable, and affordable energy provides in a deregulated
electricity market. Pennsylvania is already ahead of the carbon dioxide emission reduction goals established under Governor
Wolf’s Climate Action Plan and is ahead of many of the participating RGGI states, even while supplying these same states with
energy and energy intensive goods. </p> <p”l am asking that you intercede on behalf of the citizens of the commonwealth, and
on behalf of the impacted communities that have been denied their legal right to confront the bureaucracy that seeks to destroy
their lives and livelihoods, Please reject this harmful regulation, lacking basis in Pennsylvania law and in common sense; all for a
seemingly political power-play by the Wolf Administration, Thank you for your consideration of this important matter.</p>

Sincerely,
Harry Blenden
EEC&M Sr. Penelec
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Stephen Hoffman

From: lrrchelp

Sent: Wednesday, August 25, 2021 1:23 PM
To: IRRC
Subject: FW: Please Reject Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): C02 Budget Trading Program (RGGI)

From: dtlora=jennmar.com@campaigns.mplatform.io [mailto:dflora=jennmar.com@campaigns.mplatform.io] On Behalf
Ofdflora@jennmar.com
Sent: Tuesday, August 24, 2021 5:28 AM
To: lrrchelp <irrchelp@irrc.state.pa.us>
Subject: Please Reject Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): C02 Budget Trading Program (RGGI)

CAUTION: **EXTERNAL SENDER” This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

David Flora
Jennmar Corp/Keystone Bolt Company
624 Gallitzin Road
Cresson , PA 16630
TEL: 8148866004
Independent Regulatory Review Commission
333 Market St
14th Floor
Harrisburg . PA 17101

Please Reject Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): C02 Budget Trading Program (RGGI)

Dear:

I write to express my opposition to Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): C02 Budget Trading Program (RGGI) urge the
Independent Regulatory Review Commission to reject this proposal. This regulation is a unilateral attempt to impose a
regressive carbon tax on Pennsylvania’s consumers and businesses, and is opposed by supermajorities of both the General
Assembly and Pennsylvania voters. The impact of the regulation will result in massive job losses, significant utility rate
increases, and all for minimal or possibly negative environmental benefit to our commonwealth I strongly oppose RGGI for the
following reasons MASSIVE JOB LOSSES: Organized labor and Pennsylvania’s business community are united in their
opposition to RGGI because it will lead to the loss of thousands of blue-collar, mostly union jobs, and destroy many communities
throughout Pennsylvania. The adoption of RGGI will result in the loss of over 8.000 jobs, the loss of 52.87 billion in total
economic impact, the loss of $539 million in employee compensation, and the loss of 534.2 million in state and local taxes, Two-
thirds of our electric generation will be rendered uncompetitive, which in turn will lead to increased electric rates in-state and a
migration of new generation investment across our borders to states like Ohio and West Virginia which do not participate in
RGGI. Energy rates on our manufacturers and other energy-intensive businesses will increase significantly, leading to even
more economic devastation, which is why 73 percent of Pennsylvania business owners oppose the Governor’s RGGI-by
regulation scheme. States that have implemented RGGI have seen their electric rates soar and their manufacturing base leave
their states. I do not want to see Pennsylvania’s overall business competitiveness impacted by an overreaching regulation such

as this. SIGNIFICANT RATE INCREASES: Residential electric ratepayers in Pennsylvania could be forced to pay 18 percent or
more for their electric bills, which would be extremely harmful to low-income families and fixed income seniors. As has occurred

in current RGGI states, which have seen electric rates increase by more than 1000 percent more than Pennsylvania between

2009 and 2019, RGGI will increase electric bills for residential, commercial, and industrial consumers by $3 billion by 2030. This
is money that cannot be used to grow our economy, pay our workforce, and invest in our communities. As electricity can be the

largest cost input for businesses, they will relocate, displacing our jobs and uprooting communities across our commonwealth.
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PA VOTERS OPPOSE GOVERNOR WOLF’S RGGI TAX REGULATION: By a margin of 60 percent to 29 percent,
Pennsylvania voters oppose, “Governor Wolf taking unilateral action on energy policies that directly impact electric rates and
jobs from existing power plants without the approval of the General Assembly.” In fact, voters from every region of Pennsylvania
feel the same, including: 64 percent in Allegheny County: 56 percent in Southeast Pennsylvania; and, in Philadelphia, 52
percent oppose Governor Wolf’s unilateral action on RGGI. And, for good reason as this is an issue that ought to be voted
before the legislature as it is a clear tax and as it’s a major shift in public policy that will impact the entire commonwealth. NO
HELP FOR WORKERS, LOW INCOME FAMILIES AND FIXED INCOME SENIORS: To make matters worse. adopting RGGI by
regulation precludes any assistance to workers, families and communities impacted by job losses and higher electric rates as
acknowledged by the Department of Environmental Protection and Penn State University. Many good paying, family sustaining
jobs, both union and non-union will be impacted. All those jobs in building and maintaining powerplants will be displaced, but so
will the industries that support this economic activity — down to the local restaurants, real estate agents, and local retailers, just
to name a few. MORE ENVIRONMENTAL HARM THAN GAIN: RGGI will have zero impact on climate change. Ninety-nine
percent of all CO2 reductions from plant closures in Pennsylvania will be offset by C02 increases in non-RGGI states, such as
Ohio and West Virginia. In fact, those states have been ramping up investments and subsidizing their fossil fuel plants in
anticipation of RGGI. Worse yet, those plants are not subject to the same strict air pollution standards as Pennsylvania’s plants,
which means that increased pollution from Ohio and West Virginia will flow into Pennsylvania as a direct result of RGGI.
Pennsylvania continues to witness the positive environmental impacts that clean, reliable, and affordable energy provides in a
deregulated electricity market. Pennsylvania is already ahead of the carbon dioxide emission reduction goals established under
Governor Wolf’s Climate Action Plan and is ahead of many of the participating RGGI states, even while supplying these same
states with energy and energy intensive goods. I am asking that you intercede on behalf of the citizens of the commonwealth,
and on behalf of the impacted communities that have been denied their legal right to confront the bureaucracy that seeks to
destroy their lives and livelihoods. Please reject this harmful regulation, lacking basis in Pennsylvania law and in common sense;
all for a seemingly political power-play by the Wolf Administration. Thank you for your consideration of this important matter.

Sincerely,
David Flora
Jennmar Corp/Keystone Bolt Company
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Stephen Hoffman

From: Irrchelp
Sent: Wednesday, August 25, 2021 1:23 PM
To: IRRC
Subject: FW: Please Reject Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): C02 Budget Trading Program (RGGI)

From: kirok=roadrunner.com@campaigns.mplattorm.io [mailto:kirok=roadrunner.com@campaigns.mplatform.iol On
Behalf Of kirok@roadrunner.com
Sent: Tuesday, August 24, 2021 12:20 AM
To: lrrchelp <irrchelp@irrc.state.pa.us>
Subject: Please Reject Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): C02 Budget Trading Program (RGGI)

CAUTION: “EXTERNAL SENDER” This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Ted Kisiel
1117 Fair Ave
Erie ,PA 16511
TEL 8145205585
Independent Regulatory Review Commission
333 Market St
14th Floor
Harrisburg PA 17101

Please Reject Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): C02 Budget Trading Program (RGGI)

Dear:

I write to express my opposition to Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): C02 Budget Trading Program (RGGI) urge the
Independent Regulatory Review Commission to reject this proposal. This regulation is a unilateral attempt to impose a
regressive carbon tax on Pennsylvania’s consumers and businesses, and is opposed by supermajorities of both the General
Assembly and Pennsylvania voters. The impact of the regulation will result in massive job losses, significant utility rate
increases, and all for minimal or possibly negative environmental benefit to our commonwealth. I strongly oppose RGGI for the
following reasons: MASSIVE JOB LOSSES: Organized labor and Pennsylvania’s business community are united in their
opposition to RGGI because it will lead to the loss of thousands of blue-collar, mostly union jobs, and destroy many communities
throughout Pennsylvania. The adoption of RGGI will result in the loss of over 8,000 jobs, the loss of $2.87 billion in total
economic impact, the loss of $539 million in employee compensation, and the loss of $34.2 million in state and local taxes. Two-
thirds of our electric generation will be rendered uncompetitive, which in turn will lead to increased electric rates in-state and a
migration of new generation investment across our borders to states like Ohio and West Virginia which do not participate in
RGGI. Energy rates on our manufacturers and other energy-intensive businesses will increase significantly, leading to even
more economic devastation, which is why 73 percent of Pennsylvania business owners oppose the Governor’s RGGI-by
regulation scheme. States that have implemented RGGI have seen their electric rates soar and their manufacturing base leave
their states. I do not want to see Pennsylvania’s overall business competitiveness impacted by an overreaching regulation such
as this. SIGNIFICANT RATE INCREASES: Residential electric ratepayers in Pennsylvania could be forced to pay 18 percent or
more for their electric bills, which would be extremely harmful to low-income families and fixed income seniors. As has occurred
in current RGGI states, which have seen electric rates increase by more than 1000 percent more than Pennsylvania between
2009 and 2019, RGGI will increase electric bills for residential, commercial, and industrial consumers by $3 billion by 2030. This
is money that cannot be used to grow our economy, pay our workforce, and invest in our communities. As electricity can be the
largest cost input for businesses, they will relocate, displacing our jobs and uprooting communities across our commonwealth.
PA VOTERS OPPOSE GOVERNOR WOLF’S RGGI TAX REGULATION: By a margin of 60 percent to 29 percent,



Pennsylvania voters oppose, “Governor Wolf taking unilateral action on energy policies that directly impact electric rates and
jobs from existing power plants without the approval of the General Assembly.” In fact, voters from every region of Pennsylvania
feel the same, including: 64 percent in Allegheny County; 56 percent in Southeast Pennsylvania; and, in Philadelphia, 52
percent oppose Governor WoWs unilateral action on RGGI. And, for good reason as this is an issue that ought to be voted
before the legislature as it is a clear tax and as it’s a major shift in public policy that will impact the entire commonwealth. NO
HELP FOR WORKERS, LOW INCOME FAMILIES AND FIXED INCOME SENIORS: To make matters worse, adopting RGGI by
regulation precludes any assistance to workers, families and communities impacted by job losses and higher electric rates as
acknowledged by the Department of Environmental Protection and Penn State University. Many good paying, family sustaining
jabs, both union and non-union will be impacted. All those jobs in building and maintaining powerplants will be displaced, but so
will the industries that support this economic activity — down to the local restaurants, real estate agents, and local retailers, just
to name a few. MORE ENVIRONMENTAL HARM THAN GAIN: RGGI will have zero impact on climate change. Ninety-nine
percent of all C02 reductions from plant closures in Pennsylvania will be offset by CO2 increases in non-RGGI states, such as
Ohio and West Virginia. In fact, those states have been ramping up investments and subsidizing their fossil fuel plants in
anticipation of RGGI. Worse yet, those plants are not subject to the same strict air pollution standards as Pennsylvania’s plants,
which means that increased pollution from Ohio and West Virginia will flow into Pennsylvania as a direct result of RGGI.
Pennsylvania continues to witness the positive environmental impacts that clean, reliable, and affordable energy provides in a
deregulated electricity market. Pennsylvania is already ahead of the carbon dioxide emission reduction goals established under
Governor Wolf’s Climate Action Plan and is ahead of many of the participating RGGI states, even while supplying these same
states with energy and energy intensive goods. I am asking that you intercede on behalf of the citizens of the commonwealth,
and on behalf of the impacted communities that have been denied their legal right to confront the bureaucracy that seeks to
destroy their lives and livelihoods. Please reject this harmful regulation, lacking basis in Pennsylvania law and in common sense;
all for a seemingly political power-play by the Wolf Administration. Thank you for your consideration of this important matter.

Sincerely.
Ted Kisiel
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Stephen Hoffman

From: lrrchelp
Sent: Wednesday, August 25, 2021 1:23 PM
To: IRRC
Subject: FW: Please Reject Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): C02 Budget Trading Program (RGGI)

From: Isliwinski=gmail.com@campaigns.mplatformio [mailto:lsliwinski=gmail.com@campaigns.mplatform.iol On Behalf
Of lsliwinskigmaiI.com

Sent: Tuesday, August 24, 2021 5:57 AM

To: lrrchelp <irrchelp@irrc.state.pa.us>

Subject: Please Reject Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): C02 Budget Trading Program (RGGI)

CAUTION: **EXTERNAL SENDER** This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recogniie the sender and know the content is safe.

Lynn Sliwinski
962 Lemon Drop Rd
Ebensburg PA 15931-6200
TEL: 8142014470
Independent Regulatory Review Commission
333 Market St
14th Floor
Harrisburg PA 17101

Please Reject Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): CD? Budget Trading Program (RGGI)

Dear:

I write to express my opposition to Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): CD2 Budget Trading Program (RGGI) urge the
Independent Regulatory Review Commission to reject this proposal. This regulation is a unilateral attempt to impose a
regressive carbon tax on Pennsylvania’s consumers and businesses, and is opposed by supermajorities of both the General
Assembly and Pennsylvania voters. The impact of the regulation will result in massive job losses, significant utility rate
increases, and all for minimal or possibly negative environmental benefit to our commonwealth. I strongly oppose RGGI for the
following reasons: MASSIVE JOB LOSSES: Organized labor and Pennsylvanias business community are united in their
opposition to RGGI because it will lead to the loss of thousands of blue-collar, mostly union jobs. and destroy many communities
throughout Pennsylvania. The adoption of RGGI will result in the loss of over 8,000 jobs, the loss of 52.87 billion in total
economic impact, the loss of $539 million in employee compensation, and the loss of 5342 million in state and local taxes. Two-
thirds of our electric generation will be rendered uncompetitive, which in turn will lead to increased electric rates in-state and a
migration of new generation investment across our borders to states like Ohio and West Virginia which do not participate in
RGGI. Energy rates on our manufacturers and other energy-intensive businesses will increase significantly. leading to even
more economic devastation, which is why 73 percent of Pennsylvania business owners oppose the Governor’s RGGI-by
regulation scheme. States that have implemented RGGI have seen their electric rates soar and their manufacturing base leave
their state& I do not want to see Pennsylvania’s overall business competitiveness impacted by an overreaching regulation such
as this. SIGNIFICANT RATE INCREASES: Residential electric ratepayers in Pennsylvania could be forced to pay 18 percent or
more for their electric bills, which would be extremely harmful to low-income families and fixed income seniors. As has occurred
in current RGGI states, which have seen electric rates increase by more than 1000 percent more than Pennsylvania between
2009 and 2019, RGGI will increase electric bills for residential, commercial, and industrial consumers by $3 billion by 2030. This
is money that cannot be used to grow our economy, pay our workforce, and invest in our communities. As electricity can be the
largest cost input for businesses, they will relocate, displacing our jobs and uprooting communities across our commonwealth.
PA VOTERS OPPOSE GOVERNOR WOLF’S RGGI TAX REGULATION: By a margin of 60 percent to 29 percent,



Pennsylvania voters oppose, ‘Governor Wolf taking unilateral action on energy policies that directly impact electric rates and
jobs from existing power plants without the approval of the General Assembly.” In fact, voters from every region of Pennsylvania
feel the same, including: 64 percent in Allegheny County; 56 percent in Southeast Pennsylvania; and, in Philadelphia, 52
percent oppose Governor Wolf’s unilateral action on RGGI. And, for good reason as this is an issue that ought to be voted
before the legislature as it is a clear tax and as it’s a major shift in public policy that will impact the entire commonwealth. NO
HELP FOR WORKERS, LOW INCOME FAMILIES AND FIXED INCOME SENIORS: To make matters worse, adopting RGGI by
regulation precludes any assistance to workers, families and communities impacted by job losses and higher electric rates as
acknowledged by the Department of Environmental Protection and Penn State University. Many good paying, family sustaining
jobs, both union and non-union will be impacted. All those jobs in building and maintaining powerplants will be displaced, but so
will the industries that support this economic activity — down to the local restaurants, real estate agents, and local retailers, just
to name a few. MORE ENVIRONMENTAL HARM THAN GAIN: RGGI will have zero impact on climate change. Ninety-nine
percent of all C02 reductions from plant closures in Pennsylvania will be offset by CO2 increases in non-RGGI states, such as
Ohio and West Virginia. In fact, those states have been ramping up investments and subsidizing their fossil fuel plants in
anticipation of RGGI. Worse yet, those plants are not subject to the same strict air pollution standards as Pennsylvania’s plants,
which means that increased pollution from Ohio and West Virginia will flow into Pennsylvania as a direct result of ROd.
Pennsylvania continues to witness the positive environmental impacts that clean, reliable, and affordable energy provides in a
deregulated electricity market. Pennsylvania is already ahead of the carbon dioxide emission reduction goals established under
Governor Wolf’s Climate Action Plan and is ahead of many of the participating RGGI states, even while supplying these same
states with energy and energy intensive goods. I am asking that you intercede on behalf of the citizens of the commonwealth,
and on behalf of the impacted communities that have been denied their legal right to confront the bureaucracy that seeks to
destroy their lives and livelihoods. Please reject this harmful regulation, lacking basis in Pennsylvania law and in common sense;
all for a seemingly political power-play by the Wolf Administration. Thank you for your consideration of this important matter.

Sincerely.
Lynn Sliwinski
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Stephen Hoffman

From: lrrchelp
Sent: Wednesday, August 25, 2021 1:23 PM
To: IRRC
Subject: FW: Please Reject Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): C02 Budget Trading Program (RGGI)

From: dlarosse=keyconops.com@campaigns.mplatform.io [mailto:dlarosse=keyconops.com@campaigns.mplatform.io]
On Behalf Ofdlarosse@keyconops.com
Sent: Tuesday, August 24, 2021 2:43 AM

To: lrrchelp <irrchelp@irrcstate.pa.us>
Subject: Please Reject Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): C02 Budget Trading Program (RGGI)

CAUTION: **ExTERNAL SENDER” This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Donald LaRosse
Control Room Operator
Conemaugh Power Plant CAMS
296 Shrum Hill Road
New Florence PA 1 5944
TEL: 7242352124
Independent Regulatory Review Commission
333 Market St
14th Floor
Harrisburg PA 17101

Please Reject Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): C02 Budget Trading Program (RGGI)

Dear:

I write to express my opposition to Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): C02 Budget Trading Program (RGGI) urge the
Independent Regulatory Review Commission to reject this proposal. This regulation is a unilateral attempt to impose a
regressive carbon tax on Pennsylvania’s consumers and businesses, and is opposed by supermajorities of both the General
Assembly and Pennsylvania voters. The impact of the regulation will result in massive job losses, significant utility rate
increases, and all for minimal or possibly negative environmental benefit to our commonwealth. I strongly oppose RGGI for the
following reasons: MASSIVE JOB LOSSES: Organized labor and Pennsylvania’s business community are united in their
opposition to RGGI because it will lead to the loss of thousands of blue-collar, mostly union jobs, and destroy many communities
throughout Pennsylvania. The adoption of RGGI will result in the loss of over 8,000 jobs. the loss of 52.87 billion in total
economic impact. the loss of 5539 million in employee compensation, and the loss of 534.2 million in state and local taxes. Two-
thirds of our electric generation will be rendered uncompetitive, which in turn will lead to increased electric rates in-state and a
migration of new generation investment across our borders to states like Ohio and West Virginia which do not participate in
RGGI. Energy rates on our manufacturers and other energy-intensive businesses will increase significantly, leading to even
more economic devastation, which is why 73 percent of Pennsylvania business owners oppose the Governor’s RGGI-by
regulation scheme. States that have implemented RGGI have seen their electric rates soar and their manufacturing base leave
their states. I do not want to see Pennsylvania’s overall business competitiveness impacted by an overreaching regulation such
as this. SIGNIFICANT RATE INCREASES: Residential electric ratepayers in Pennsylvania could be forced to pay 18 percent or

more for their electric bills, which would be extremely harmful to low-income families and fixed income seniors. As has occurred

in current RGGI states, which have seen electric rates increase by more than 1000 percent more than Pennsylvania between

2009 and 2019, RGGI will increase electric bills for residential, commercial, and industrial consumers by 53 billion by 2030. This

is money that cannot be used to grow our economy, pay our workforce, and invest in our communities. As electricity can be the
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largest cost input for businesses, they will relocate, displacing our jobs and uprooting communities across our commonwealth.
PA VOTERS OPPOSE GOVERNOR WOLF’S RGGI TAX REGULATION: By a margin of 60 percent to 29 percent,
Pennsylvania voters oppose, “Governor Wolf taking unilateral action on energy policies that directly impact electric rates and
jobs from existing power plants without the approval of the General Assembly” In fact, voters from every region of Pennsylvania
feel the same, including: 64 percent in Allegheny County; 56 percent in Southeast Pennsylvania; and, in Philadelphia, 52
percent oppose Governor Wolf’s unilateral action on RGGI. And, for good reason as this is an issue that ought to be voted
before the legislature as it is a clear tax and as it’s a major shift in public policy that will impact the entire commonwealth. NO
HELP FOR WORKERS. LOW INCOME FAMILIES AND FIXED INCOME SENIORS: To make matters worse, adopting RGGI by
regulation precludes any assistance to workers, families and communities impacted by job losses and higher electric rates as
acknowledged by the Department of Environmental Protection and Penn State University. Many good paying, family sustaining
jobs. both union and non-union will be impacted. All those jobs in building and maintaining powerplants will be displaced, but so
will the industries that support this economic activity — down to the local restaurants, real estate agents, and local retailers, just
to name a few. MORE ENVIRONMENTAL HARM THAN GAIN RGGI will have zero impact on climate change. Ninety-nine
percent of all C02 reductions from plant closures in Pennsylvania will be offset by CO2 increases in non-RGGI states, such as
Ohio and West Virginia. In fact, those states have been ramping up investments and subsidizing their fossil fuel plants in
anticipation of RGGI. Worse yet, those plants are not subject to the same strict air pollution standards as Pennsylvania’s plants,
which means that increased pollution from Ohio and West Virginia will flow into Pennsylvania as a direct result of RGGI.
Pennsylvania continues to witness the positive environmental impacts that clean, reliable, and affordable energy provides in a
deregulated electricity market, Pennsylvania is already ahead of the carbon dioxide emission reduction goals established under
Governor Wolf’s Climate Action Plan and is ahead of many of the participating RGGI states, even while supplying these same
states with energy and energy intensive goods. I am asking that you intercede on behalf of the citizens of the commonwealth,
and on behalf of the impacted communities that have been denied their legal right to confront the bureaucracy that seeks to
destroy their lives and livelihoods. Please reject this harmful regulation, lacking basis in Pennsylvania law and in common sense;
all for a seemingly political power-play by the Wolf Administration. Thank you for your consideration of this important matter.

Sincerely,
Donald LaRosse
Control Room Operator Conemaugh Power Plant CAMS
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Stephen Hoffman

From: lrrchelp
Sent Wednesday, August 25, 2021 1:23 PM
To: IRRC
Subject: FW: Please Reject Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): C02 Budget Trading Program (RGGI)

From: patty.mcgranahan=grahamstamping.com@campaigns.mplatform.io
[mailto:patty.mcgranahan=grahamstamping.com@campaigns.mplatform.ioJ On Behalf Of

patty.mcgranahan@grahamstamping.com
Sent: Tuesday, August 24, 2021 6:06 AM
To: lrrchelp <irrchelp@irrc.state.pa.us>
Subject: Please Reject Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): C02 Budget Trading Program (RGGI)

CAUTION: “EXTERNAL SENDER” This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Patricia McGranahan
Materials Manager
Graham Stamping Company
1700 Broadway Road
Hermitage , PA 16125
TEL: 7249811120
Independent Regulatory Review Commission
333 Market St
14th Floor
Harrisburg PA 17101

Please Reject Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): C02 Budget Trading Program (RGGI)

Dear:

I write to express my opposition to Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): C02 Budget Trading Program (RGGI) urge the
Independent Regulatory Review Commission to reject this proposal. This regulation is a unilateral attempt to impose a
regressive carbon tax on Pennsylvania’s consumers and businesses, and is opposed by supermajorities of both the General
Assembly and Pennsylvania voters. The impact of the regulation will result in massive job losses, significant utility rate
increases, and all for minimal or possibly negative environmental benefit to our commonwealth. I strongly oppose RGGI for the
following reasons: MASSIVE JOB LOSSES: Organized labor and Pennsylvania’s business community are united in their
opposition to RGGI because it will lead to the loss of thousands of blue-collar, mostly union jobs, and destroy many communities

throughout Pennsylvania. The adoption of RGGI will result in the loss of over 8,000 jobs. the loss of $2.87 billion in total
economic impact, the loss of $539 million in employee compensation, and the loss of $34.2 million in state and local taxes. Two-

thirds of our electric generation will be rendered uncompetitive, which in turn will lead to increased electric rates in-state and a

migration of new generation investment across our borders to states like Ohio and West Virginia which do not participate in

RGGI. Energy rates on our manufacturers and other energy-intensive businesses will increase significantly, leading to even

more economic devastation, which is why 73 percent of Pennsylvania business owners oppose the Governor’s RGGI-by

regulation scheme. States that have implemented RGGI have seen their electric rates soar and their manufacturing base leave

their states. I do not want to see Pennsylvania’s overall business competitiveness impacted by an overreaching regulation such

as this. SIGNIFICANT RATE INCREASES: Residential electric ratepayers in Pennsylvania could be forced to pay 18 percent or

more for their electric bills, which would be extremely harmful to low-income families and fixed income seniors. As has occurred

in current RGGI states, which have seen electric rates increase by more than 1000 percent more than Pennsylvania between

2009 and 2019, RGGI will increase electric bills for residential, commercial, and industrial consumers by $3 billion by 2030. This

I.



is money that cannot be used to grow our economy, pay our workforce, and invest in our communities. As electricity can be the
largest cost input for businesses, they will relocate, displacing our jobs and uprooting communities across our commonwealth.
PA VOTERS OPPOSE GOVERNOR WOLF’S RGGI TAX REGULATION: By a margin of 60 percent to 29 percent,
Pennsylvania voters oppose, Governor Wolf taking unilateral action on energy policies that directly impact electric rates and
jobs from existing power plants without the approval of the General Assembly.” In fact, voters from every region of Pennsylvania
feel the same, including: 64 percent in Allegheny County; 56 percent in Southeast Pennsylvania; and, in Philadelphia, 52
percent oppose Governor Wolf’s unilateral action on RGGI. And, for good reason as this is an issue that ought to be voted
before the legislature as it is a clear tax and as it’s a major shift in public policy that will impact the entire commonwealth. NO
HELP FOR WORKERS, LOW INCOME FAMILIES AND FIXED INCOME SENIORS: To make matters worse, adopting RGGI by
regulation precludes any assistance to workers, families and communities impacted by job losses and higher electric rates as
acknowledged by the Department of Environmental Protection and Penn State University. Many good paying, family sustaining
jobs, both union and non-union will be impacted. All those jobs in building and maintaining powerplants will be displaced, but so
will the industries that support this economic activity — down to the local restaurants, real estate agents, and local retailers, just
to name a few. MORE ENVIRONMENTAL HARM THAN GAIN: RGGI will have zero impact on climate change. Ninety-nine
percent of all C02 reductions from plant closures in Pennsylvania will be offset by CO2 increases in non-RGGI states, such as
Ohio and West Virginia. In fact, those states have been ramping up investments and subsidizing their fossil fuel plants in
anticipation of RGGI. Worse yet, those plants are not subject to the same strict air pollution standards as Pennsylvania’s plants,
which means that increased pollution from Ohio and West Virginia will flow into Pennsylvania as a direct result of RGGI.
Pennsylvania continues to witness the positive environmental impacts that clean, reliable, and affordable energy provides in a
deregulated electricity market. Pennsylvania is already ahead of the carbon dioxide emission reduction goals established under
Governor Wolf’s Climate Action Plan and is ahead of many of the participating RGGI states, even while supplying these same
states with energy and energy intensive goods. I am asking that you intercede on behalf of the citizens of the commonwealth,
and on behalf of the impacted communities that have been denied their legal right to confront the bureaucracy that seeks to
destroy their lives and livelihoods. Please reject this harmful regulation, lacking basis in Pennsylvania law and in common sense;
all for a seemingly political power-play by the Wolf Administration. Thank you for your consideration of this important matter.

Sincerely,
Patricia McGranahan
Materials Manager Graham Stamping Company
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Stephen Hoffman

From: lrrchelp
Sent: Wednesday, August 25, 2021 1:24 PM
To: IRRC
Subject: EW: Please Reject Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): C02 Budget Trading Program (RGGI)

From: joshgxe=yahoo.com@campaigns.mplatform.io [mailto:joshgxe=yahoo.com@campaigns.mplatform.io] On Behalf
Of joshgxe@yahoo.com
Sent: Tuesday, August 24, 2021 6:12 AM
To: lrrchelp <irrchelp@irrc.5tate.pa.us>

Subject: Please Reject Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): CO2 Budget Trading Program (RGGI)

CAUTION: **EXTERNAL SENDER” This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Joshua Peace
98 Oklahoma Salem Rd
Dubois PA 15801
TEL: 8149520974
Independent Regulatory Review Commission
333 Market St
14th Floor
Harrisburg PA 17101

Please Reject Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): 002 Budget Trading Program (RGGI)

Dear:

I write to express my opposition to Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): C02 Budget Trading Program (RGGI) urge the
Independent Regulatory Review Commission to reject this proposal. This regulation is a unilateral attempt to impose a
regressive carbon tax on Pennsylvania’s consumers and businesses, and is opposed by supermajorities of both the General
Assembly and Pennsylvania voters. The impact of the regulation will result in massive job losses, significant utility rate
increases, and all for minimal or possibly negative environmental benefit to our commonwealth. I strongly oppose RGGI for the
following reasons MASSIVE JOB LOSSES: Organized labor and Pennsylvania’s business community are united in their
opposition to RGGI because it will lead to the loss of thousands of blue-collar, mostly union jobs and destroy many communities
throughout Pennsylvania. The adoption of RGGI will result in the loss of over 8.000 jobs. the loss of 32.87 billion in total
economic impact, the loss of $539 million in employee compensation, and the loss of 334 2 million in state and local taxes. Two-
thirds of our electric generation will be rendered uncompetitive, which in turn will lead to increased electric rates in-state and a
migration of new generation investment across our borders to states like Ohio and West Virginia which do not participate in
RGGI. Energy rates on our manufacturers and other energy-intensive businesses will increase significantly, leading to even
more economic devastation, which is why 73 percent of Pennsylvania business owners oppose the Governor’s RGGI-by
regulation scheme. States that have implemented RGGI have seen their electric rates soar and their manufacturing base leave

their states. I do not want to see Pennsylvania’s overall business competitiveness impacted by an overreaching regulation such

as this. SIGNIFICANT RATE INCREASES: Residential electric ratepayers in Pennsylvania could be forced to pay 18 percent or

more for their electric bills, which would be extremely harmful to low-income families and fixed income seniors. As has occurred

in current RGGI states, which have seen electric rates increase by more than 1000 percent more than Pennsylvania between

2009 and 2019, RGGI will increase electric bills for residential, commercial, and industrial consumers by $3 billion by 2030. This

is money that cannot be used to grow our economy, pay our workforce, and invest in our communities. As electricity can be the

largest cost input for businesses, they will relocate, displacing our jobs and uprooting communities across our commonwealth.

PA VOTERS OPPOSE GOVERNOR WOLF’S RGGI TAX REGULATION: By a margin of 60 percent to 29 percent,
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Pennsylvania voters oppose, ‘Governor Wolf taking unilateral action on energy policies that directly impact electric rates and
jobs from existing power plants without the approval of the General Assembly.” In fact, voters from every region of Pennsylvania
feel the same, including: 64 percent in Allegheny County; 56 percent in Southeast Pennsylvania; and, in Philadelphia, 52
percent oppose Governor Wolf’s unilateral action on RGGI. And, for good reason as this is an issue that ought to be voted
before the legislature as it is a clear tax and as it’s a major shift in public policy that will impact the entire commonwealth. NO
HELP FOR WORKERS, LOW INCOME FAMILIES AND FIXED INCOME SENIORS: To make matters worse, adopting RGGI by
regulation precludes any assistance to workers, families and communities impacted by job losses and higher electric rates as
acknowledged by the Department of Environmental Protection and Penn State University. Many good paying, family sustaining
jobs. both union and non-union will be impacted. All those jobs in building and maintaining powerplants will be displaced, but so
will the industries that support this economic activity — down to the local restaurants. real estate agents, and local retailers, just
to name a few. MORE ENVIRONMENTAL HARM THAN GAIN: RGGI will have zero impact on climate change. Ninety-nine
percent of all C02 reductions from plant closures in Pennsylvania will be offset by CO2 increases in non-RGGI states, such as
Ohio and West Virginia. In fact, those states have been ramping up investments and subsidizing their fossil fuel plants in
anticipation of RGGI. Worse yet. those plants are not subject to the same strict air pollution standards as Pennsylvania’s plants.
which means that increased pollution from Ohio and West Virginia will flow into Pennsylvania as a direct result of RGGI.
Pennsylvania continues to witness the positive environmental impacts that clean, reliable, and affordable energy provides in a
deregulated electricity market. Pennsylvania is already ahead of the carbon dioxide emission reduction goals established under
Governor Wolf’s Climate Action Plan and is ahead of many of the participating RGGI states, even while supplying these same
stales with energy and energy intensive goods. I am asking that you intercede on behalf of the citizens of the commonwealth,
and on behalf of the impacted communities that have been denied their legal right to confront the bureaucracy that seeks to
destroy their lives and livelihoods. Please reject this harmful regulation, lacking basis in Pennsylvania law and in common sense;
all for a seemingly political power-play by the Wolf Administration. Thank you for your consideration of this important matter.

Sincerely,
Joshua Peace
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Stephen Hoffman

From: lrrchelp
Sent: Wednesday, August 25, 2021 1:24 PM
To: IRRC
Subject: FW: Please Reject Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): C02 Budget Trading Program (RGGI)

From: annir3=hotmail.com@campaigns.mplatform.io [mailto:annir3=hotmail.com@campaigns.mplatform.io] On Behalf

Ofannir3@hotmail.com
Sent: Tuesday, August 24, 2021 7:52 AM

To: lrrchelp <irrchelp@irrc.state.pa.us>
Subject: Please Reject Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): C02 Budget Trading Program (RGGI)

CAUTION: **EXTERNAL SENDER” This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Ann Regan
Regan
160 Dark Hollow Rd
Pipersville, PA 18947
TEL: 2157660528
Independent Regulatory Review Commission
333 Market St
14th Floor
Harrisburg , PA 17101

Please Reject Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): C02 Budget Trading Program (RGGI)

Dear:

I write to express my opposition to Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): CO2 Budget Trading Program (RGGI) urge the
Independent Regulatory Review Commission to reject this proposal. This regulation is a unilateral attempt to impose a
regressive carbon tax on Pennsylvania’s consumers and businesses, and is opposed by supermajorities of both the General
Assembly and Pennsylvania voters. The impact of the regulation will result in massive job losses, significant utility rate
increases, and all for minimal or possibly negative environmental benefit to our commonwealth. I strongly oppose RGGI for the
following reasons: MASSIVE JOB LOSSES: Organized labor and Pennsylvania’s business community are united in their
opposition to RGGI because it will lead to the loss of thousands of blue-collar, mostly union jobs, and destroy many communities
throughout Pennsylvania. The adoption of RGGI will result in the loss of over 8,000 jobs, the loss of $2.87 billion in total
economic impact, the loss of $539 million in employee compensation, and the loss of $34.2 million in state and local taxes. Two-
thirds of our electric generation will be rendered uncompetitive, which in turn will lead to increased electric rates in-state and a
migration of new generation investment across our borders to states like Ohio and West Virginia which do not participate in
RGGI. Energy rates on our manufacturers and other energy-intensive businesses will increase significantly, leading to even
more economic devastation, which is why 73 percent of Pennsylvania business owners oppose the Governor’s RGGI-by
regulation scheme. States that have implemented RGGI have seen their electric rates soar and their manufacturing base leave
their states. I do not want to see Pennsylvania’s overall business competitiveness impacted by an overreaching regulation such
as this. SIGNIFICANT RATE INCREASES: Residential electric ratepayers in Pennsylvania could be forced to pay 18 percent or
more for their electric bills, which would be extremely harmful to low-income families and fixed income seniors. As has occurred
in current RGGI states, which have seen electric rates increase by more than 1000 percent more than Pennsylvania between
2009 and 2019, RGGI will increase electric bills for residential, commercial, and indListrial consumers by $3 billion by 2030. This
is money that cannot be used to grow our economy, pay our workforce, and invest in our communities. As electricity can be the
largest cost input for businesses, they will relocate, displacing our jobs and uprooting communities across our commonwealth.
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PA VOTERS OPPOSE GOVERNOR WOLF’S RGGI TAX REGULATION: By a margin of 60 percent to 29 percent,
Pennsylvania voters oppose, “Governor Wolf taking unilateral action on energy policies that directly impact electric rates and
jobs from existing power plants without the approval of the General Assembly’ In fact, voters from every region of Pennsylvania
feel the same, including: 64 percent in Allegheny County; 56 percent in Southeast Pennsylvania; and, in Philadelphia, 52
percent oppose Governor WoWs unilateral action on RGGI. And, for good reason as this is an issue that ought to be voted
before the legislature as it is a clear tax and as it’s a major shift in public policy that will impact the entire commonwealth. NO
HELP FOR WORKERS, LOW INCOME FAMILIES AND FIXED INCOME SENIORS: To make matters worse, adopting RGGI by
regulation precludes any assistance to workers, families and communities impacted by job losses and higher electric rates as
acknowledged by the Department of Environmental Protection and Penn State University. Many good paying, family sustaining
jobs. both union and non-union will be impacted. All those jobs in building and maintaining powerplants will be displaced, but so
will the industries that support this economic activity — down to the local restaurants, real estate agents, and local retailers, just
to name a few. MORE ENVIRONMENTAL HARM THAN GAIN: RGGI will have zero impact on climate change. Ninety-nine
percent of all CO2 reductions from plant closures in Pennsylvania will be offset by C02 increases in non-RGGI states, such as
Ohio and West Virginia. In fact, those states have been ramping up investments and subsidizing their fossil fuel plants in
anticipation of RGGI. Worse yet, those plants are not subject to the same strict air pollution standards as Pennsylvania’s plants,
which means that increased pollution from Ohio and West Virginia will flow into Pennsylvania as a direct result of RGGI.
Pennsylvania continues to witness the positive environmental impacts that clean, reliable, and affordable energy provides in a
deregulated electricity market. Pennsylvania is already ahead of the carbon dioxide emission reduction goals established under
Governor WoWs Climate Action Plan and is ahead of many of the participating RGGI states, even while supplying these same
states with energy and energy intensive goods. I am asking that you intercede on behalf of the citizens of the commonwealth,
and on behalf of the impacted communities that have been denied their legal right to confront the bureaucracy that seeks to
destroy their lives and livelihoods. Please reject this harmful regulation, lacking basis in Pennsylvania law and in common sense;
all for a seemingly political power-play by the Wolf Administration. Thank you for your consideration of this important matter.

Sincerely,
Ann Regan
Regan
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Stephen Hoffman

From: lrrchelp
Sent: Wednesday, August 25, 2021 1:24 PM
To: IRRC
Subject: FW: Please Reject Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): C02 Budget Trading Program (RGGI)

From: KAITKEN5=comcast.net@campaigns.mplatform.io [mailto:KAITKENS=comcast.net@campaigns.mplatform.io] On
Behalf Of KAlTKENS@comcast.net
Sent: Tuesday, August 24, 2021 7:57 AM
To: lrrchelp <irrcheip@irrc.state.pa.us>
Subject: Please Reject Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): C02 Budget Trading Program (RGGI)

CAUTION: **EXTERL SENDER** This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Keith Aitken
20 Boston Ivy Rd
Levittown PA 19057
TEL: 2159430231
Independent Regulatory Review Commission
333 Market St
14th Floor
Harrisburg PA 17101

Please Reject Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): C02 Budget Trading Program (RGGI)

Dear:

I write to express my opposition to Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): C02 Budget Trading Program (RGGI) urge the
Independent Regulatory Review Commission to reject this proposal. This regulation is a unilateral attempt to impose a
regressive carbon tax on Pennsylvania’s consumers and businesses, and is opposed by supermajorities of both the General
Assembly and Pennsylvania voters. The impact of the regulation will result in massive job losses, significant utility rate
increases, and all for minimal or possibly negative environmental benefit to our commonwealth. I strongly oppose RGGI for the
following reasons: MASSIVE JOB LOSSES: Organized labor and Pennsylvania’s business community are united in their
opposition to RGGI because it will lead to the loss of thousands of blue-collar, mostly union jobs, and destroy many communities
throughout Pennsylvania. The adoption of RGGI will result in the loss of over 8,000 jobs, the loss of $2.87 billion in total
economic impact, the loss of $539 million in employee compensation, and the loss of $34.2 million in state and local taxes. Two-
thirds of our electric generation will be rendered uncompetitive, which in turn will lead to increased electric rates in-state and a
migration of new generation investment across our borders to states like Ohio and West Virginia which do not participate in
RGGI. Energy rates on our manufacturers and other energy-intensive businesses will increase significantly, leading to even
more economic devastation, which is why 73 percent of Pennsylvania business owners oppose the Governor’s RGGI-by
regulation scheme. States that have implemented RGGI have seen their electric rates soar and their manufacturing base leave
their states. I do not want to see Pennsylvania’s overall business competitiveness impacted by an overreaching regulation such
as this. SIGNIFICANT RATE INCREASES: Residential electric ratepayers in Pennsylvania could be forced to pay 18 percent or
more for their electric bills, which would be extremely harmful to low-income families and fixed income seniors. As has occurred
in current RGGI states, which have seen electric rates increase by more than 1000 percent more than Pennsylvania between
2009 and 2019, RGGI will increase electric bills for residential, commercial, and industrial consumers by $3 billion by 2030. This
is money that cannot be used to grow our economy, pay our workforce, and invest in our communities. As electricity can be the
largest cost input for businesses, they will relocate, displacing our jobs and uprooting communities across our commonwealth.
PA VOTERS OPPOSE GOVERNOR WOLF’S RGGI TAX REGULATION: By a margin of 60 percent to 29 percent,
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Pennsylvania voters oppose, Governor Wolf taking unilateral action on energy policies that directly impact electric rates and
jobs from existing power plants without the approval of the General Assembly” In fact, voters from every region of Pennsylvania
feel the same, including: 64 percent in Allegheny County; 56 percent in Southeast Pennsylvania; and, in Philadelphia, 52
percent oppose Governor Wolf’s unilateral action on RGGI. And, for good reason as this is an issue that ought to be voted
before the legislature as it is a clear tax and as it’s a major shift in public policy that will impact the entire commonwealth. NO
HELP FOR WORKERS LOW INCOME FAMILIES AND FIXED INCOME SENIORS: To make matters worse, adopting RGGI by
regulation precludes any assistance to workers, families and communities impacted by job losses and higher electric rates as
acknowledged by the Department of Environmental Protection and Penn State University. Many good paying, family sustaining
jobs: both union and non-union will be impacted. All those jobs in building and maintaining powerplants will be displaced, but so
will the industries that support this economic activity — down to the local restaurants, real estate agents, and local retailers, just
to name a few. MORE ENVIRONMENTAL HARM THAN GAIN: RGGI will have zero impact on climate change. Ninety-nine
percent of all C02 reductions from plant closures in Pennsylvania will be offset by C02 increases in non-RGGI states, such as
Ohio and West Virginia. In fact, those states have been ramping up investments and subsidizing their fossil fuel plants in
anticipation of RGGI. Worse yet, those plants are not subject to the same strict air pollution standards as Pennsylvania’s plants,
which means that increased pollution from Ohio and West Virginia will flow into Pennsylvania as a direct result of RGGI.
Pennsylvania continues to witness the positive environmental impacts that clean, reliable, and affordable energy provides in a
deregulated electricity market. Pennsylvania is already ahead of the carbon dioxide emission reduction goals established under
Governor Wolfs Climate Action Plan and is ahead of many of the participating RGGI states, even while supplying these same
states with energy and energy intensive goods. I am asking that you intercede on behalf of the citizens of the commonwealth,
and on behalf of the impacted communities that have been denied their legal right to confront the bureaucracy that seeks to
destroy their lives and livelihoods. Please reject this harmful regulation, lacking basis in Pennsylvania law and in common sense;
all for a seemingly political power-play by the Wolf Administration. Thank you for your consideration of this important matter.

Sincerely,
Keith Aitken
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Stephen Hoffman

From: lrrchelp
Sent Wednesday, August 25, 2021 1:24 PM
To: IRRC
Subject: FW: Please Reject Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): C02 Budget Trading Program (RGGI)

From: thomas.suda=nrg.com@campaigns.mplatformJo [mailto:thomas.suda=nrg.com@campaigns.mplatlorm.io] On
Behalf Of thomas.suda@nrg.com
Sent: Tuesday, August 24, 2021 8:22 AM
To: lrrchelp <irrchelp@irrc.state.pa.us>
Subject: Please Reject Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): CO2 Budget Trading Program (RGGl)

CAUTION: “EXTERNAL SENDER This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Thomas Suda
Operations Superintendent
Homer city generation, p.
1750 power plant road
Homer City, PA 15748
TEL: 7244225871
Independent Regulatory Review Commission
333 Market St
14th Floor
Harrisburg , PA 17101

Please Reject Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): CO2 Budget Trading Program (RGGI)

Dear;

I write to express my opposition to Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): CO2 Budget Trading Program (RGGI) urge the
Independent Regulatory Review Commission to reject this proposaL This regulation is a unilateral attempt to impose a
regressive carbon tax on Pennsylvania’s consumers and businesses, and is opposed by supermajorities of both the General
Assembly and Pennsylvania voters. The impact of the regulation will result in massive job losses, significant utility rate
increases, and all for minimal or possibly negative environmental benefit to our commonwealth. I strongly oppose RGGI for the
following reasons: MASSIVE JOB LOSSES: Organized labor and Pennsylvania’s business community are united in their
opposition to RGGI because it will lead to the loss of thousands of blue-collar, mostly union jobs. and destroy many communities
throughout Pennsylvania. The adoption of RGGI will result in the loss of over 8.000 jobs. the loss of S2.87 billion in total
economic impact, the loss of $539 million in employee compensation, and the loss of 5342 million in state and local taxes. Two-
thirds of our electric generation will be rendered uncompetitive, which in turn will lead to increased electric rates in-state and a
migration of new generation investment across our borders to states like Ohio and West Virginia which do not participate in
RGGI. Energy rates on our manufacturers and other energy-intensive businesses will increase significantly, leading to even
more economic devastation, which is why 73 percent of Pennsylvania business owners oppose the Governor’s RGGI-by
regulation scheme. States that have implemented RGGI have seen their electric rates soar and their manufacturing base leave
their states. I do not want to see Pennsylvania’s overall business competitiveness impacted by an overreaching regulation such
as this. SIGNIFICANT RATE INCREASES: Residential electric ratepayers in Pennsylvania could be forced to pay 18 percent or
more for their electric bills, which would be extremely harmful to low-income families and fixed income seniors. As has occurred
in current RGGI states, which have seen electric rates increase by more than 1000 percent more than Pennsylvania between
2009 and 2019, RGGI will increase electric bills for residential, commercial, and industrial consumers by $3 billion by 2030. This
is money that cannot be used to grow our economy, pay our workforce, and invest in our communities. As electricity can be the
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largest cost input for businesses, they will relocate, displacing our jobs and uprooting communities across our commonwealth.
PA VOTERS OPPOSE GOVERNOR WOLF’S RGGI TAX REGULATION: By a margin of 60 percent to 29 percent,
Pennsylvania voters oppose, Governor Wolf taking unilateral action on energy policies that directly impact electric rates and
jobs from existing power plants without the approval of the General Assembly.” In fact, voters from every region of Pennsylvania
feel the same, including: 64 percent in Allegheny County; 56 percent in Southeast Pennsylvania; and, in Philadelphia, 52
percent oppose Governor Wolf’s unilateral action on RGGI. And, for good reason as this is an issue that ought to be voted
before the legislature as it is a clear tax and as it’s a major shift in public policy that will impact the entire commonwealth. NO
HELP FOR WORKERS, LOW INCOME FAMILIES AND FIXED INCOME SENIORS: To make matters worse, adopting RGGI by
regulation precludes any assistance to workers, families and communities impacted by job losses and higher electric rates as
acknowledged by the Department of Environmental Protection and Penn State University. Many goad paying, family sustaining
jobs, both union and non-union will be impacted. All those jobs in building and maintaining powerplants will be displaced, but so
will the industries that support this economic activity — down to the local restaurants, real estate agents, and local retailers, just
to name a few. MORE ENVIRONMENTAL HARM THAN GAIN: RGGI will have zero impact on climate change. Ninety-nine
percent of all CO2 reductions from plant closures in Pennsylvania will be offset by C02 increases in non-RGGI states, such as
Ohio and West Virginia. In fact, those states have been ramping up investments and subsidizing their fossil fuel plants in
anticipation of RGGI, Worse yet, those plants are not subject to the same strict air pollution standards as Pennsylvania’s plants,
which means that increased pollution from Ohio and West Virginia will flow into Pennsylvania as a direct result of RGGI.
Pennsylvania continues to witness the positive environmental impacts that clean, reliable, and affordable energy provides in a
deregulated electricity market. Pennsylvania is already ahead of the carbon dioxide emission reduction goals established under
Governor Wolfs Climate Action Plan and is ahead of many of the participating RGGI states, even while supplying these same
states with energy and energy intensive goods. I am asking that you intercede on behalf of the citizens of the commonwealth,
and on behalf of the impacted communities that have been denied their legal right to confront the bureaucracy that seeks to
destroy their lives and livelihoods. Please reject this harmful regulation, lacking ba5is in Pennsylvania law and in common sense;
all for a seemingly political power-play by the Wolf Administration. Thank you for your consideration of this important matter.

Sincerely.
Thomas Suda
Operations Superintendent Homer city generation. l.p.
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Stephen Hoffman

From: lrrchelp

Sent: Wednesday, August 25, 2021 1:25 PM
To: IRRC

Subject: FW: Please Reject Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): C02 Budget Trading Program (RGGI)

From: gary.cline=nrg.com@campaigns.mplatform.io [mailto:gary.cline=nrg.com@campaigns.mplatform.ioJ On Behalf Of
gary.cline@nrg.com

Sent: Tuesday, August 24, 2021 8:27 AM

To: lrrchelp <irrchelp@irrc.state.pa.us>

Subject: Please Reject Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): CD? Budget Trading Program (RGGI)

CAUTION: **EXTERNAL SENDER** This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Gary Cline
Environmental Manager
Homer City Generation LP
1750 Power Plant Raod
Homer City , PA 15748
TEL: 7243884168
Independent Regulatory Review Commission
333 Market St
14th Floor
Harrisburg , PA 17101

Please Reject Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): C02 Budget Trading Program (RGGI)

Dear:

I write to express my opposition to Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): C02 Budget Trading Program (RGGI) urge the
Independent Regulatory Review Commission to reject this proposaL This regulation is a unilateral attempt to impose a
regressive carbon tax on Pennsylvania’s consumers and businesses, and is opposed by supermajorities of both the General
Assembly and Pennsylvania voters. The impact of the regulation will result in massive job losses, significant utility rate
increases, and all for minimal or possibly negative environmental benefit to our commonwealth. I strongly oppose RGGI for the
following reasons: MASSIVE JOB LOSSES. Organized labor and Pennsylvania’s business community are united in their
opposition to RGGI because it will lead to the loss of thousands of blue-collar, mostly union jobs, and destroy many communities
throughout Pennsylvania. The adoption of RGGI will result in the loss of over 8,000 lobs, the loss of $2.87 billion in total
economic impact, the loss of $539 million in employee compensation, and the loss of $34.2 million in state and local taxes. Two-
thirds of our electric generation will be rendered uncompetitive, which in turn will lead to increased electric rates in-state and a
migration of new generation investment across our borders to states like Ohio and West Virginia which do not participate in
RGGI. Energy rates on our manufacturers and other energy-intensive businesses will increase significantly. leading to even
more economic devastation, which is why 73 percent of Pennsylvania business owners oppose the Governor’s RGGI-by
regulation scheme. States that have implemented RGGI have seen their electric rates soar and their manufacturing base leave
their states. I do not want to see Pennsylvania’s overall business competitiveness impacted by an overreaching regulation such
as this. SIGNIFICANT RATE INCREASES: Residential electric ratepayers in Pennsylvania could be forced to pay 18 percent or
more for their electric bills, which would be extremely harmful to low-income families and fixed income seniors. As has occurred
in current RGGI states, which have seen electric rates increase by more than 1000 percent more than Pennsylvania between
2009 and 2019, RGGI will increase electric bills for residential, commercial, and industrial consumers by $3 billion by 2030. This
is money that cannot be used to grow our economy, pay our workforce, and invest in our communities. As electricity can be the



largest cost input for businesses? they will relocate, displacing our jobs and uprooting communities across our commonwealth.
PA VOTERS OPPOSE GOVERNOR WOLF’S RGGI TAX REGULATION: By a margin of 60 percent to 29 percent,
Pennsylvania voters oppose, ‘Governor Wolf taking unilateral action on energy policies that directly impact electric rates and
jobs from existing power plants without the approval of the General Assembly.” In fact, voters from every region of Pennsylvania
feel the same, including: 64 percent in Allegheny County; 56 percent in Southeast Pennsylvania; and, in Philadelphia, 52
percent oppose Governor Wolf’s unilateral action on RGGI. And, for good reason as this is an issue that ought to be voted
before the legislature as it is a clear tax and as it’s a major shift in public policy that will impact the entire commonwealth. NO
HELP FOR WORKERS, LOW INCOME FAMILIES AND FIXED INCOME SENIORS: To make matters worse, adopting RGGI by
regulation precludes any assistance to workers, families and communities impacted by job losses and higher electric rates as
acknowledged by the Department of Environmental Protection and Penn State University. Many good paying, family sustaining
jobs, both union and non-union will be impacted. All those jobs in building and maintaining powerplants will be displaced, but so
will the industries that support this economic activity — down to the local restaurants, real estate agents, and local retailers, just
to name a few. MORE ENVIRONMENTAL HARM THAN GAIN: RGGI will have zero impact on climate change. Ninety-nine
percent of all CO2 reductions from plant closures in Pennsylvania will be offset by CO2 increases in non-RGGI states, such as
Ohio and West Virginia. In fact, those states have been ramping up investments and subsidizing their fossil fuel plants in
anticipation of ROGI. Worse yet. those plants are not subject to the same strict air pollution standards as Pennsylvania’s plants.
which means that increased pollution from Ohio and West Virginia will flow into Pennsylvania as a direct result of RGGI.
Pennsylvania continues to witness the positive environmental impacts that clean, reliable, and affordable energy provides in a
deregulated electricity market. Pennsylvania is already ahead of the carbon dioxide emission reduction goals established under
Governor Wolf’s Climate Action Plan and is ahead of many of the participating RGGI states, even while supplying these same
states with energy and energy intensive goods. I am asking that you intercede on behalf of the citizens of the commonwealth,
and on behalf of the impacted communities that have been denied their legal right to confront the bureaucracy that seeks to
destroy their lives and livelihoods. Please reject this harmful regulation, lacking basis in Pennsylvania law and in common sense;
all for a seemingly political power-play by the Wolf Administration. Thank you for your consideration of this important matter.

Sincerely,
Gary Cline
Environmental Manager Homer City Generation LP
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Stephen Hoffman

From: Irrchelp
Sent: Wednesday, August 25, 2021 1:25 PM
To: IRRC
Subject: EW: Please Reject Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): C02 Budget Trading Program (RGGI)

From: faadamczyk=keyconops.com@campaigns.mplatform.io
[mailto:faadamczyk=keyconops.com@campaigns.mplatform.io] On Behalf Of faadamczykkeyconops.com
Sent: Tuesday, August 24, 2021 8:35 AM
To: lrrchelp <irrchelp@irrc.state.pa.us>
Subject: Please Reject Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): C02 Budget Trading Program (RGGI)

CAUTION: “EXTERNAL SENDER’ This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Frank Adamczyk
Accounts Payable Clerk
Conemaugh Generating Station
105 Cambria Avenue
Windber, PA 15953
TEL: 8142889813
Independent Regulatory Review Commission
333 Market St
14th Floor
Harrisburg PA 17101

Please Reject Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): C02 Budget Trading Program (RGGI)

Dear:

I write to express my opposition to Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): C02 Budget Trading Program (RGGI) urge the
Independent Regulatory Review Commission to reject this proposal. This regulation is a unilateral attempt to impose a
regressive carbon tax on Pennsylvania’s consumers and businesses, and is opposed by supermajorities of both the General
Assembly and Pennsylvania voters. The impact of the regulation will result in massive job losses, significant utility rate
increases, and all for minimal or possibly negative environmental benefit to our commonwealth. I strongly oppose RGGI for the
following reasons MASSIVE JOB LOSSES: Organized labor and Pennsylvania’s business community are united in their
opposition to RGGI because it will lead to the loss of thousands of blue-collar, mostly union jobs, and destroy many communities
throughout Pennsylvania. The adoption of RGGI will result in the loss of over 8,000 jobs. the loss of 52.87 billion in total
economic impact, the loss of $539 million in employee compensation, and the loss of $34.2 million in state and local taxes. Two-
thirds of our electric generation will be rendered uncompetitive, which in turn will lead to increased electric rates in-stste and a
migration of new generation investment across our borders to states like Ohio and West Virginia which do not participate in
RGGI. Energy rates on our manufacturers and other energy-intensive businesses will increase significantly. leading to even
more economic devastation, which is why 73 percent of Pennsylvania business owners oppose the Governors RGGI-by
regulation scheme. States that have implemented RGGI have seen their electric rates soar and their manufacturing base leave
their states. I do not want to see Pennsylvania’s overall business competitiveness impacted by an overreaching regulation such
as this. SIGNIFICANT RATE INCREASES: Residential electric ratepayers in Pennsylvania could be forced to pay 18 percent or
more for their electric bills, which would be extremely harmful to low-income families and fixed income seniors. As has occurred
in current RGGI states, which have seen electric rates increase by more than 1000 percent more than Pennsylvania between
2009 and 2019, RGGI will increase electric bills for residential, commercial, and industrial consumers by $3 billion by 2030. This
is money that cannot be used to grow our economy, pay our workforce, and invest in our communities. As electricity can be the
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largest cost input for businesses, they will relocate, displacing our jobs and uprooting communities across our commonwealth.
PA VOTERS OPPOSE GOVERNOR WOLF’S RGGI TAX REGULATION: By a margin of 60 percent to 29 percent,
Pennsylvania voters oppose, “Governor Wolf taking unilateral action on energy policies that directly impact electric rates and
jobs from existing power plants without the approval of the General Assembly” In fact, voters from every region of Pennsylvania
feel the same, including: 64 percent in Allegheny County: 56 percent in Southeast Pennsylvania; and, in Philadelphia, 52
percent oppose Governor Wows unilateral action on RGGI. And, for good reason as this is an issue that ought to be voted
before the legislature as it is a clear tax and as it’s a major shift in public policy that will impact the entire commonwealth. NO
HELP FOR WORKERS. LOW INCOME FAMILIES AND FIXED INCOME SENIORS: To make matters worse. adopting RGGI by
regulation precludes any assistance to workers, families and communities impacted by job losses and higher electric rates as
acknowledged by the Department of Environmental Protection and Penn State University. Many good paying, family sustaining
jobs, both union and non-union will be impacted. All those jobs in building and maintaining powerplants will be displaced, but so
will the industries that support this economic activity — down to the local restaurants, real estate agents, and local retailers, just
to name a few. MORE ENVIRONMENTAL HARM THAN GAIN: RGGI will have zero impact on climate change. Ninety-nine
percent of all CO2 reductions from plant closures in Pennsylvania will be offset by C02 increases in non-RGGI states, such as
Ohio and West Virginia. In fact, those states have been ramping up investments and subsidizing their fossil fuel plants in
anticipation of RGGI. Worse yet, those plants are not subject to the same strict air pollution standards as Pennsylvania’s plants,
which means that increased pollution from Ohio and West Virginia will flow into Pennsylvania as a direct result of RGGI.
Pennsylvania continues to witness the positive environmental impacts that clean, reliable, and affordable energy provides in a
deregulated electricity market. Pennsylvania is already ahead of the carbon dioxide emission reduction goals established under
Governor Wolf’s Climate Action Plan and is ahead of many of the participating RGGI states, even while supplying these same
states with energy and energy intensive goods. I am asking that you intercede on behalf of the citizens of the commonwealth,
and on behalf of the impacted communities that have been denied their legal right to confront the bureaucracy that seeks to
destroy their lives and livelihoods. Please reject this harmful regulation, lacking basis in Pennsylvania law and in common sense;
all for a seemingly political power-play by the Wolf Administration. Thank you for your consideration of this important matter.

Sincerely,
Frank Adamczyk
Accounts Payable Clerk Conemaugh Generating Station
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Stephen Hoffman

From: lrrchelp
Sent: Wednesday, August 25, 2021 1:25 PM
To: IRRC
Subject: FW: Please Reject Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): C02 Budget Trading Program (RGGI)

From: djoseph=leesupply.com@campaigns.mplatform.io [mailto:djoseph=leesupply.com@campaigns.mplatform.io] On
Behalf Ofdjoseph@leesupply.com

Sent: Tuesday, August 24, 2021 8:41 AM
To: Irrchelp <irrchelp@irrc.state.pa.us>

Subject: Please Reject Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): CD? Budget Trading Program (RGGI)

CAUTION: **EXTERNAL SENDER” This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

DIANNE JOSEPH
Project Coordinator
Lee Supply Co., Inc.
301 1ST STREET
Charleroi , PA 15423
TEL: 8003533747
Independent Regulatory Review Commission
333 Market St
14th Floor
Harrisburg , PA 17101

Please Reject Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): CC? Budget Trading Program (RGGI)

Dear:

I write to express my opposition to Regulation #7-559 (IRRC# 3274): C02 Budget Trading Program (RGGI) urge the
Independent Regulatory Review Commission to reject this proposal. This regulation is a unilateral attempt to impose a
regressive carbon tax on Pennsylvania’s consumers and businesses, and is opposed by supermajorities of both the General
Assembly and Pennsylvania voters. The impact of the regulation will result in massive job losses, significant utility rate
increases, and all for minimal or possibly negative environmental benefit to our commonwealth. I strongly oppose RGGI for the
following reasons. MASSIVE JOB LOSSES: Organized labor and Pennsylvania’s business community are united in their
opposition to RGGI because it will lead to the loss of thousands of blue-collar, mostly union jobs, and destroy many communities
throughout Pennsylvania. The adoption of RGGI will result in the loss of over 8,000 jobs, the loss of $2.87 billion in total
economic impact, the loss of $539 million in employee compensation, and the loss of $34.2 million in state and local taxes. Two-
thirds of our electric generation will be rendered uncompetitive, which in turn will lead to increased electric rates in-state and a
migration of new generation investment across our borders to states like Dhio and West Virginia which do not participate in
RGGI. Energy rates on our manufacturers and other energy-intensive businesses will increase significantly, leading to even
more economic devastation, which is why 73 percent of Pennsylvania business owners oppose the Governor’s RGGI-by
regulation scheme. States that have implemented RGGI have seen their electric rates soar and their manufacturing base leave
their states. I do not want to see Pennsylvania’s overall business competitiveness impacted by an overreaching regulation such
as this. SIGNIFICANT RATE INCREASES: Residential electric ratepayers in Pennsylvania could be forced to pay 16 percent or
more for their electric bills, which would be extremely harmful to low-income families and fixed income seniors. As has occurred
in current RGGI states, which have seen electric rates increase by more than 1000 percent more than Pennsylvania between
2009 and 2019, RGGI will increase electric bills for residential, commercial, and industrial consumers by $3 billion by 2030. This
is money that cannot be used to grow our economy, pay our workforce, and invest in our communities. As electricity can be the
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largest cost input for businesses, they will relocate, displacing our jobs and uprooting communities across our commonwealth.
PA VOTERS OPPOSE GOVERNOR WOLF’S RGGI TAX REGULATION: By a margin of 60 percent to 29 percent,
Pennsylvania voters oppose, “Governor Wolf taking unilateral action on energy policies that directly impact electric rates and
jobs from existing power plants without the approval of the General Assembly.” In fact, voters from every region of Pennsylvania
(eel the same, including: 64 percent in Allegheny County; 56 percent in Southeast Pennsylvania; and, in Philadelphia, 52
percent oppose Governor Wolf’s unilateral action on RGGI. And, for good reason as this is an issue that ought to be voted
before the legislature as it is a clear tax and as it’s a major shift in public policy that will impact the entire commonwealth. NO
HELP FOR WORKERS, LOW INCOME FAMILIES AND FIXED INCOME SENIORS; To make matters worse, adopting RGGI by
regulation precludes any assistance to workers, families and communities impacted by job losses and higher electric rates as
acknowledged by the Department of Environmental Protection and Penn State University. Many good paying, family sustaining
jobs, both union and non-union will be impacted. All those jobs in building and maintaining powerplants will be displaced, but so
will the industries that support this economic activity — down to the local restaurants, real estate agents, and local retailers, just
to name a few. MORE ENVIRONMENTAL HARM THAN GAIN: RGGI will have zero impact on climate change. Ninety-nine
percent of all C02 reductions from plant closures in Pennsylvania will be offset by C02 increases in non-RGGI states, such as
Ohio and West Virginia. In fact, those states have been ramping up investments and subsidizing their fossil fuel plants in
anticipation of RGGI. Worse yet. those plants are not subject to the same strict air pollution standards as Pennsylvania’s plants.
which means that increased pollution from Ohio and West Virginia will flow into Pennsylvania as a direct result of RGGI.
Pennsylvania continues to witness the positive environmental impacts that clean, reliable, and affordable energy provides in a
deregulated electricity market, Pennsylvania is already ahead of the carbon dioxide emission reduction goals established under
Governor WoWs Climate Action Plan and is ahead of many of the participating RGGI states, even while supplying these same
states with energy and energy intensive goods. I am asking that you intercede on behalf of the citizens of the commonwealth,
and on behalf of the impacted communities that have been denied their legal right to confront the bureaucracy that seeks to
destroy their lives and livelihoods. Please reject this harmful regulation, lacking basis in Pennsylvania law and in common sense;
all for a seemingly political power-play by the Wolf Administration. Thank you for your consideration of this important matter.

Sincerely.
DIANNE JOSEPH
Project Coordinator Lee Supply Co., Inc.
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